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BL  Brown and Levinson 

D   Social distance 

EFL  English as a foreign language 

FFA  Face-flattering act 

FL   Foreign language 

FLT  Foreign language teaching 

FTA  Face-threatening act 

H   Hearer 

L1   Mother tongue 

MP  Model person 

NNSs  Non-native speakers 

NP   Negative politeness 

NSs  Native speakers 

P   Relative social power 

PP   Positive politeness 

R   Imposition 

S   Speaker 
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SL = L2  Second language 

SLA  Second language acquisition 
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1. Introduction into the topic 
 
                                                                                              „the future of the earth depends on cross-cultural communication“  
                                                                                                                                                          Deborah Tannen (1986:30) 

 
 
In the world of today, cross-cultural interaction takes place every day at many levels of our lives, be it 

a study stay abroad, work, migration or simply a holiday. The world is getting more and more 

interconnected, the term “global village” is today more true than ever and with globalisation and 

European Union integration people from various parts of the world and with various cultural 

backgrounds are brought together and interact in one way or another. However, communication, 

although having a number of universally applicable features, is culturally (as well as socially, etc.) 

determined and therefore it is of great importance to the interactants from culturally different 

backgrounds to keep this fact in mind and be constantly aware that in different cultures people can be 

accustomed to achieving the same ends by using different linguistic (and other) means. 

The field that studies the differences as well as similarities between linguistic means and 

communicative patterns of different languages is called cross-cultural pragmatics. Its outputs and 

conclusions help to detect the pragmatic sources of miscommunications as well as bring a new 

perspective on the languages and cultures in question. This knowledge proves useful not only in  

foreign language classrooms but in all sorts of situations to all kinds of people:  

…refugees, immigrants, the children of immigrants, caught between their parents and the society at large,  
cross-cultural families and their children and also [to] monolingual „stay-at-homes“ who suddenly find  
themselves living in societies which are ethnically, culturally and linguistically diverse (Wierzbicka 2003:viii). 

 
Cross-cultural pragmatics also draws attention to the problem of pragmatic competence, a term 

introduced by critics of Noam Chomsky's theory of generative grammar and the related term of 

grammatical competence. Today the difference is made between the two kinds of competence and it is 

generally acknowledged that mastering the grammar does not automatically make one pragmatically 

correct. Therefore,  

At a time when every year millions of people cross the borders, not only between countries but also  
between languages,  and when more and more people of many different cultural backgrounds have to live  
together in modern, multi-ethnic and multi-cultural societies, it is increasingly evident that research into  
differences between cultural norms associated with different languages is essential for peaceful co-existence,  



mutual tolerance, necessary understanding in the work-place and in other ways of life in the increasingly  
„global“ and yet in many places increasingly diversified world” (Wierzbicka 2003: viii). 

 
Since the dawn of cross-pragmatic research, usually focusing on differences in speech act 

management, many studies have been conducted, majority of them contrasting a language/languages 

with English. That it should be English that stands in the spotlight of pragmatic and cross-pragmatic 

research is hardly surprising, considering the fact that the concept of pragmatics as well as of 

politeness theories originated in the Anglophone world (even though nowadays linguists from all over 

the world devote their interest to the field and come with their own theories and concepts). Moreover, 

the English language has become a lingua franca for international communication in all possible 

spheres and therefore „With the increasing domination of English in the world, both Anglos and non-

Anglos need to learn about various Anglo ‘cultural scripts’“ (Wierzbicka 2003:xv). 

Despite a number of studies conducted on cross-cultural communication abroad, the 

comparison of Czech-English pragmatics has received rather insufficient attention so far. The neglect 

of the area is all the more surprising given that lapses in pragmalinguistic and particularly 

sociopragmatic systems can lead to serious misunderstandings as they tend to be ascribed not so much 

to the language non-proficiency (as is the case of grammatical errors) but to the personality of the S 

(see Wierzbicka 2006, Janney and Ardnt in Watts 1992). Therefore more research is needed and it is 

thus the aim of this study to contribute to the research, namely by comparing the respective politeness 

strategies with the focus on linguistic realisations thereof. It is presumed that the results of the research 

into the politeness strategies as used in English by Czech speakers will demonstrate both the 

differences and similarities in the two politeness systems (that is Czech and English) as well as expose 

the potential areas of difficulties for Czech speakers of English. The conclusions would be of help not 

only to TEFL and English learners but would also bring new knowledge about pragmatics as it works 

in the Czech language and particularly about verbal politeness as it is understood and practised in the 

Czech Republic. As Jakubowska puts it, cross-cultural and cross-linguistic comparison 

can help explain some problems accompanying the process of acquisition of English as a SL. It can provide  
some clues as to the sources influencing the character of the interlanguage […]. It may also be useful for  



teachers of English as a SL, making them especially aware of some linguistic and cultural features regarded 
              as baffling, and for their learners, helping them not only to learn some pragmatic knowledge of English but 
              also to open their eyes to some pragmatic aspects of their native language” (Jakubowska 1999:104). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



2. Theoretical background 

2.1 Pragmatics 

So far, linguists and pragmatists have not agreed upon a generally accepted definition of pragmatics. 

Some of them stress the importance of context in the language study (Leech: „Pragmatics as the study 

of how utterances have meanings in situations”, 1983:x), others the orientation towards the language 

users (Sperber and Wilson). Thus, the definitions offered in textbooks of pragmatics usually try hard to 

subsume both dimensions. J.L. Meys, for instance, defines pragmatics as “the science of language seen 

in relation to its users. […] the science of language as it is used by real, live people, for their own 

purposes and within their limitations and affordances. Pragmatics starts out from an active conception 

of language as being used” (2004:5) and later he adds that “Pragmatics is the study of the conditions of 

human language uses as these are determined by the context of society” (2004:42). Verschueren (1999: 

7, 11) claims that „pragmatics constitutes a general functional (i.e. cognitive, social, and cultural) 

perspective on linguistic phenomena in relation to their usage in the form of behaviour“. George Yule 

in his Pragmatics arrives at a four-dimensional definition of the subject area. 1. Pragmatics is the study 

of speaker meaning. 2. Pragmatics is the study of contextual meaning. 3. Pragmatics is the study of 

how more gets communicated than is said. 4. Pragmatics is the study of the expression of relative 

distance (1996:5). Thus, we can conclude that pragmatics is a study of language as used and 

understood by its users in context.  

          Not only is the subject of pragmatic interest difficult to define, but also the scope of pragmatics 

is hard to demarcate against other fields.  

      Most authors either confine themselves to a strictly linguistically oriented definition, or they resort to a   
      definition that incorporates as much societal context as possible, but necessarily remains somewhat vague 
      as  regards the relation between pragmatics and the other areas of language studies, including the relative    
      autonomy of these areas vis-à-vis linguistics proper (Mey 2004:43). 
 

Mey is hinting here at the two main schools of thought that can be identified in contemporary 

linguistics: the Anglo-American and the Continental one (Huang 2005:4). Within the former tradition, 

pragmatics is defined as „the study of those context-dependent aspects of meaning which are 



systematically abstracted away from in the construction of content or logical form“ (Horn and Ward 

2005:1). The central topics of inquiry include those that fall strictly within formal linguistic theory, i.e. 

implicature, presupposition, speech acts, and deixis. Pragmatists from the Continent prefer a broader 

and more sociological conception of pragmatics that encompasses aspects of sociolinguistics, 

psycholinguistics, discourse analysis and similar disciplines (Huang 2005:4). 

        This ambivalence in definition and scope may be due to the fact that pragmatics arose from the 

border areas of semantics, sociolonguictics, sociology, psychology, anthropology, etnography and the 

like and incorporates linguistic as well as social and cognitive dimensions of language usage. Its field 

of interest emerged from what used to be called a "wastebasket". Until the 1960´s linguists with Noam 

Chomsky in the forefront, influenced by logic and mathematics, were preoccupied with studying 

language as a formal system. Everything that could not be described and explained by tools of formal, 

abstract analysis was put aside and later "threw away" into the wastebasket. Yet the contents of the 

wastebasket came into the spotlight after the publication of such landmark works as John L. Austin´s 

How To Do Things With Words in 1962 and seven years later of Speech Acts by John Searle. These 

cornerstones of pragmatics renewed the interest in everyday language and its users (as opposed to 

language as an abstract system). This change in perspective is often referred to as "the pragmatic turn", 

which “in linguistics can thus be described as a shift […] from the paradigm of theoretical grammar (in 

particular, syntax) to the paradigm of the language user” (Mey 2004:20). 

 

2.1.1. Context as a cultural script 

As already implied in the definitions above, it is not a language user as an individual that pragmatics is 

concerned with but rather a language user or, to be more exact, language use as socially determined, 

i.e. language as used in a social context. The context is considered the major influence on the final 

formulation of what S wants to convey. Joan Cutting (2002) distinguishes three levels of contexts: 

situational (given by the physical and social distance and the kind of interaction), background 



knowledge context (consisting of cultural and interpersonal context, the former given by the 

knowledge of the culture one interacts in, the latter by the degree of mutual knowledge of the 

interactants) and co-textual context (the nature of the surrounding text). It is particularly the influence 

of different cultural contexts on the (in)appropriateness and (mis)interpretation of an utterance that will 

be the focus of the present study.  It should be noted that the concept of cultural context appears under 

different terms in literature. For example, George Yule (like Anna Wierzbicka) adopts the term 

cultural ‘script’: “The concept of a script is simply a way of recognising some expected sequence of 

actions in an event. Because most of the details of a script are assumed to be known, they are unlikely 

to be stated” (1996:86). Richard J. Watts describes the concept as ‘habitus’, a term borrowed from 

Pierre Bourdieu's theory of practice:  

      The theory of social practice hinges on the assumption that the ways in which human beings carry out the  
      social acts that make up instances of interaction depend on the prior histories of those who are engaging  
      in the interaction. […] Practice therefore depends on the amount of knowledge about those objectified  
      structures that the individual has internalised as part of her/his habitus (2003:256). 
 

Problems in terms of pragmatic failures and communicative breakdowns may occur when the cultural 

backgrounds, i.e. cultural scripts or habitus, of the interactants significantly differ, as the rest of Yule’s 

quote suggests: “For members of the same culture, the assumption of shared scripts allows much to be 

communicated that is not said. However, for members of different cultures, such an assumption can 

lead to a great deal of miscommunication”(1996:86). Such reflections are a part of a discipline called 

cross-cultural pragmatics, which is to be discussed later on.  

 

 

 

2.1.2. Speech acts 

One of the fundamental concepts in pragmatics that needs to be explained and understood before any 

further pragmatic discussion and analysis in undertaken is the speech act theory. It was the already 

mentioned work How to Do Things with Words by J.L. Austin that brought stimulus for further 



investigation of what we actually do by saying something, of situations when language is used as a 

tool. In the book Austin introduced rather a complex treatment of performatives, utterances which do 

something that ‘changes the world’ (and cannot be true or false), typically by means of a performative 

verb that explicitly names the speech act. For lack of space, the present discussion will confine itself to 

a brief explanation of the notion of speech act only. 

           Generally speaking, the speech act (SA) is understood as an action performed by utterance.  

Austin defined three levels of acts within a single SA: locutionary act (saying something), 

illocutionary force (S’ intended meaning of the utterance, its communicative purpose) and 

perlocutionary effect (the effect of the utterance on the H). The point to be borne in mind is that one 

utterance can encode more illocutionary acts  and vice versa, one illocutionary meaning can be 

achieved by several different utterances (i.e. I went to see my dentist can be a simple statement, an 

explanation, excuse or what not, depending on the context). 

           Seven years later John Searle’s Speech Acts was published where he somewhat reduced the idea 

of a three-level SA to illocutionary force and proposition (the content of the utterance). He also coined 

the term IFID (illocutionary force indicating device) for devices in utterance which indicate its 

illocutionary force. These can be performative verbs explicitly naming the force (I suggest), attitudinal 

adverbs (probably, rather), discourse markers (well, you know), but also intonation, stress, word order 

etc. The use and interpretation of IFIDs can be especially tricky for NNSs, as these devices are highly 

context sensitive and differ from culture to culture, language from language, while at the same time 

they are “a powerful tool for sense making in social interaction” (H. M. Cook in Rose and Kasper 

2001:82). 

           Another difficulty for a NNS might be presented by indirect speech acts. These are SAs which 

are performed by means of other Sas where an indirect relationship exists between the structure and 

communicative function of an utterance (Yule 1996:94). The most often cited example thereof are 

English indirect requests, performed via questions (Do you know what the time is? is generally 



recognised as a request and therefore considered a conventional indirect SA). In indirect SAs, the 

function, or illocutionary force, of the utterance does not match its structure. As a result, using but also 

interpreting indirect SAs presents double difficulty for a NNS, who must focus not only on the 

grammatically correct form but also pragmatically appropriate meaning (communicative force). The 

latter the more so since “the speech acts we use when saying certain things are often more important 

than the contents of what is being said” (Mey 2004:280). 

 

2.1.3. Conception of Politeness    

One of the central concepts within the Continental approach to pragmatics is politeness. It came into 

being as an offshoot of the theory of Cooperative Principle and conversational maxims introduced by 

Paul Grice in his pathbreaking article from 1975 “Logic and Conversation”. Considering the nature of 

conversation, where every utterance is expected to contribute in one way or another to the ongoing 

interaction, Grice coined what he called Cooperative Principle which he defined through four maxims, 

namely that of quantity, quality, relation and manner. Shortly, one is assumed in a conversation to 

provide an appropriate amount of information, tell the truth, be relevant and as clear as possible. As 

Grice pointed out, however, the maxims are quite often not adhered to. Under the assumption that the 

Cooperative Principle is still preserved, flouting a maxim is done with the intention to convey an 

implicature, an unstated additional meaning of the utterance. One of the reasons why S may prefer to 

communicate something by not saying something or by saying something else can be politeness. In 

fact, “The major source of deviation from the rational efficiency postulated by the maxims 

(conversational maxims) is politeness, which is communicated by this deviation” (Jakubowska 

1999:23). To illustrate the point, if someone is feeling cold in a room and wants someone else to close 

the window, s/he can say something like “It’s a bit chilly in here, isn’t it” (instead of, for example, 

“Close the window”). By not saying directly what s/he wants, i.e. by not being informative nor 

perspicuous enough, S flouts the maxim of quantity and manner but at the same time by being indirect 



s/he is more polite  (even though the traditionally presumed equation mark between the degree of 

indirectness and degree of politeness is rather problematic and shall be discussed later). This proves 

the truth of the statement that “in social interaction, how an utterance is said is more important than 

what is said” (Cook in Rose and Kasper 2001:82). Besides, it demonstrates the point made by Yule 

that even if an utterance is linguistically perfectly correct (which “Close the window” undoubtedly is), 

it can still be somehow inappropriate in the context (for example, saying that to our boss in his office) 

and “getting the pragmatics wrong can be offensive” (1996:5). That is the reason why the knowledge 

of pragmatics of the language and culture in question is so important and why cross-pragmatic 

(mis)communication has been chosen the topic of the present study. 

        Now let’s briefly return to the introductory sentence of this paragraph. The Continental school of 

pragmatics regards politeness as one of its domains because their perspective on pragmatics is broader 

and includes such aspects of language as sociolinguistics and others that help to account for the 

concept of politeness. Yet the Anglo-American pragmatics focuses on purely formal linguistic aspects 

of language use and sees the study of politeness rather as part of discourse studies.  

        What, within the Continental approach, justifies politeness as part of pragmatics is, among other 

things, its context-dependence. It means that language users actively adapt linguistic means that 

convey politeness to the ongoing situation, its requirements, and politeness is hence conceived of as 

something flexible and volitional, involving active choice of verbal strategies (Trosborg 1995:28). Yet, 

it has been pointed out by some Asian scholars (see below) that this conception does not fit in with the 

principles of some languages, namely those where the expressions of deference “do not depend on 

pragmatic factors, but rather on the social relationship between S and H” (Berger 2002:189). To put it 

differently, these polite expressions are not subjects of free choice on part of the S, but are given by the 

social norms and conventions and are often grammaticalised, Czech ty – Vy (both 2nd person sg.) 

distinction being the best example. Therefore, distinction is made by some linguists between face 

management (‘volition’, free choice of strategies) and ‘discernment’ (referred to as wakimae in Asian 



politeness studies), where the latter “consists of the ability to discern the appropriate linguistic 

behaviour depending on the context” (Zamborlin2007:28). 

 

 

 

2.2. SLA, FLT and contrastive approach to linguistics  

The previous section concludes with the observation that linguistically, that is grammatically well-

formed utterances may still be found inappropriate from a pragmatic point of view. The reason is that 

while grammar and its rules create a rigid self-contained system that has little capacity to reflect the 

social context in which they are used, pragmatics is dynamic and context dependent and therefore 

driven by different rules, or rather, principles. Therefore, within contrastive and second language 

acquisition (SLA) studies, a distinction is made between so-called grammar competence and 

communicative competence, one of which parts is pragmatic competence: “Grammar competence 

consists of ´abstract´ or decontextualised knowledge of intonation, phonology, syntax, semantics, etc., 

whereas pragmatic competence is the ability to use language effectively in order to achieve a specific 

purpose and to understand language in context” (Nelson in J. Cutting 2002:159). Nevertheless, before 

mid 1960´s it was only the grammar competence and grammatical correctness that were seen as 

important and considered the goal of foreign language teaching (FLT). The shift in focus was initiated 

by the outset of pragmatics and formed in the opposition to Chomsky's linguistic competence that was 

“exclusively associated with rules of form and criterion of grammaticality” (Trosborg 1995:8). 

Nowadays, the significance of communicative competence is generally acknowledged since  

[it] and especially its constituent part, pragmatic competence, is necessary for successful communica- 
tion between interlocutors and is therefore something that native speakers and those speakers that use  
a particular language as L2 should try to attain. However, they do not always  succeed. A person who does not 
have a good command of pragmatic knowledge in a particular language is often evaluated  
as lacking “social charm” and tact (Jakubowska 1999:36). 
 

Generally speaking, both types of competence are not easily acquired by NNSs because both differ 

from their linguistic as well as interactional and sociocultural habitus existing in their L1 setting - a 



fact that NNSs may not be well aware of. Therefore, quite naturally, one of the compensating 

strategies that is at NNS's disposal when lacking competence in L2, is to fall back on his/her L1 

knowledge.  

          A learner when faced with the need to communicate will have recourse to whatever linguistic knowledge 
          he has which will increase the likelihood of successful communication. If he lacks the requisite knowledge  
          of L2 to achieve successful language communication then he will recourse to the L1 or any other language 
          he knows to make up his deficiency (S. P. Corder 1982:99). 
 
 

           Linguists concerned with the influence of the mother tongue (L1) on the acquisition of a foreign 

or second language (L2) have adopted a method of contrastive analysis (CA), which may be defined as 

       a systematic comparison of selected linguistic features of two or more languages, the intent of which is  
        […] to provide teachers and textbook writers with a body of information which can be of service in the  
        preparation of instructional materials, the planning of courses, and the development of classroom techniques  
        (Hammer and Rice, 1965) (Fisiak 1981:195).  
 
The contribution to FLT was due to the fact that the strong hypothesis of CA claimed that all errors in 

foreign language can be attributed to the interference of L1. Over the years this proved wrong but the 

hypothesis in its weaker form, saying that some of the errors are due to interference, is still generally 

recognised. Interference is traditionally understood as a negative transfer, that is a transfer of concepts 

from L1 that do not have a corresponding counterpart in L2 and therefore result in error. At the same 

time, however, one can also transfer concepts that do work in L2, the transfer is successful and called 

positive transfer. Nonetheless, the importance of interference of the mother tongue should not be 

exaggerated, warns S.P.Corder, the leading figure in SLA studies, in accordance with other 

researchers, Dušková among others, who supports his argument, when she says: 

      …while interference from the mother tongue plays a role, it is not the only interfering factor. There is also  
      interference between the forms of the language being learnt, both in grammar and lexis. In grammar, it is the 
      other terms of the particular [language] subsystem and/or their functions that operate as interfering factors,     
      while in lexis words and phrases are often confused as a result of formal similarity“ (1969:25).   
 
 
           Another concept that emerged from contrastive and SLA studies and that comprises the notions 

of interference and transfer is interlanguage. It is a term that refers to a language as developed and 

produced by a L2 learner at a given stage of learning process. It is a language variety, in a way, that is 

approaching the target language, but is not proficient yet and preserves some of the features of the L1. 



While the earlier tendency in FLT was to perceive interlanguage as an imperfect competence, or even 

incompetence of the target language that is undesired and should be remedied, now the general  stance 

is that interlanguage, despite its imperfections, is a legitimate means of communication: “Being a 

viable means of communication, it might, for the majority of learners, represent their terminal 

competence. It is adequate for those whose foreign language study ends with school and for those who 

have specialist and sporadic functional communicative needs” (James in Fisiak 1981:63). To support 

its legitimacy, some linguists consider interlanguage as one of substandard varieties of the target 

language, such as child language (Fisiak 1981).   

           Interlanguage is characterised not only by interference of the mother tongue but also by other 

“communicative strategies” such as overgeneralization (when a rule is applied also to phenomena 

which actually do not fall within its scope) and simplification. Strangely enough, the latter strategy 

gives the L2 speaker two seemingly contrary options. S/he can either produce “’simplified’ or 

‘reduced’ constructions which in our terms would merely be contributions that have not been 

elaborated (complicated) enough, or he may pursue a complication route characteristic of his native 

language or of some other language which is not L2. In all cases he will be producing deviant 

utterances” (Krzesowski in Fisiak 1981:80). That is to say that NNS can, within simplification 

strategy, resort to either simpler or more complicated utterances as compared to what NSs would 

produce if they wanted to convey the same meaning. The apparent discrepancy is “not so paradoxical 

in the light of the spectacular asymmetry that psycholinguists have revealed between linguistically 

defined complexity of derivation and psychological difficulty” (James in Fisiak 1981:61). The link 

between politeness and simplicity/complexity of an utterance is that the more elaborate politeness 

strategy, the more complex the language tends to be (Thomas 1995:155). As concerns the present 

study, it will be interesting to note to what extent  NNSs simplify and whether in such cases the 

hypothesis proves true as to the lesser degree of politeness. 

 



2.3 Contrastive and cross-cultural pragmatics 

The branch of pragmatics that adopts the method and terminology of contrastive analysis is called 

contrastive pragmatics. It compares pragmatics as encoded in different languages, searching for 

similarities and, most importantly, differences, which could, according to the comparative hypothesis, 

lead to errors - pragmatic failures. It follows that contrastive pragmatics is also concerned with error 

prediction, albeit at pragmatic level (rather than grammatical and lexical level as in the case of 

contrastive linguistics). 

           The pragmatic failure occurs when “"pragmatic force mapped by S onto a given utterance is 

systematically different from the force most frequently assigned to it by NSs of the target language, or 

when speech act strategies are inappropriately transferred from the L1 to L2" (Thomas: 99)” (Cutting 

2002:159). Again, the concept of transfer from the mother tongue is brought to our attention and again 

we can distinguish between positive transfer, which suggests the existence of pragmatic equivalence, 

and interference, which results in pragmatic failure. It should be stressed that pragmatically equivalent 

can be also the expressions that are not lexically equivalent, and vice versa. The criterion for pragmatic 

equivalence is that they both “can be used to perform the same speech act in L1 and L2” (Jakubowska 

1999:39). The case in point is for instance Czech prosím and English please. While they are 

pragmatically equivalent when asking another patient to enter the surgery (Další, prosím – Next, 

please), they are not when we ask our interlocutor to repeat what he has just said (Prosím? vs. 

Pardon?). George Yule gives as an example of pragmatic failure his own experience from Saudi 

Arabi. Whenever asked about his health, he would answer Fine or Okay, as he would back home in the 

UK to How are you?, in other words, he used a formula he was familiar with from his native language. 

However, he soon found out soon that it was not pragmatically equivalent, because in Arabic, people 

praise God as an answer about their well being.  

        My first type of answer wasn’t ‘wrong’ (my vocabulary and pronunciation weren’t inaccurate), but it did  
        convey the meaning that I was a social outsider who answered in an unexpected way. […] I had learned  
        some linguistic forms in the language without learning the pragmatics of how those forms are used in  
        a regular pattern by social insiders (Yule 1996:5). 



         While contrastive pragmatics deals with comparison at pragmalinguistic level, cross-cultural 

pragmatics focuses on broader sociocultural differences given by different contexts, i.e. different 

cultures or cultural scripts, as these are reflected in the language and particularly in its pragmatics. 

According to Wierzbicka,  

      The main ideas which have informed and illuminated this new direction in the study of language are these:  
(1) In different countries, and different communities, people speak differently. (2) These differences in ways  
of speaking are profound and systematic. (3) These differences reflect different cultural values, or at  
least different hierarchies of values. (4) Different ways of speaking, different communicative styles, can  
be explained and made sense of, in terms of independently established different cultural values and  
cultural priorities (2003:69). 
 

Wierzbicka introduces the term ‘illocutionary grammar’, which is a set of „language specific 

illocutionary devices encoding specific illocutionary meanings” (2003:258) and she claims that 

languages differ in these illocutionary grammars but also “in the relative importance they give to this 

or that universal device, and in the relative frequency with which this or that universal device is used 

in a given language” (2003:258). For example understatement, a presumably universal device (see 

Brown and Levinson 1978 and 1987), is very often used in English while only rarely in Polish, which 

is conditioned, Wierzbicka asserts, by traditional English emphasis on reasonability and accuracy:  

      From a modern Anglo point of view, […], it is good to be accurate, but above all, it is good to be cautious 
      in phrasing what one wants to say: one needs to choose one’s words carefully, one needs to ‘weigh’ one’s  
      words – and this means, in effect, that one must be careful not to allow one’s words to say more than what  
      one is really prepared to say (and so to take responsibility for) at any given moment (2006:34). 

Similarly, the high number of hedges and, as Wierzbicka points out, of the adverb rather can be 

attributed to the same phenomenon. In Polish culture, on the other hand, generosity and warmth are the 

central values, which results in a high occurrence of exaggeration, diminutive and hypocoristic 

expressions (2003:86 and 280). 

           Different values or rather, as Wierzbicka (2003:69) points out, different hierarchies of values 

and particularly the ignorance of the existence thereof can (and does) bring about conflicts, resulting 

for example in prejudices and negative evaluations of other cultures and nationalities. Values of the 

culture in question are reflected in its language and, above all, in its formulae that “have pragmatic 

functions (sometimes more than one). The “effect” of their use is usually very subtle, and it is seldom 



identical in two different languages. Thus, this can often be the cause of cross-cultural 

misunderstandings” (2003:22). Interestingly enough, is it not only the presence or absence of certain 

pragmalinguistic devices, “Even how much talk is expected within specific channels may be culturally 

different” (D. R. Preston 1989:130). 

       Further, cross-cultural pragmatics seeks to find proofs for support or refutation of universality 

ascribed to some pragmatic phenomena, such as conversational maxims or politeness strategies. Joan 

Cutting, for example, denies the universality of the approach to conversational maxims theory, saying 

that “different cultures, countries and communities have their own ways of observing and expressing 

maxims for particular situations” (2002:41). Other cross-cultural differences consist in the use of SAs. 

As Jenny Thomas rightly points out, “one language [can] have ten forms available for performing a 

particular speech act, and these correspond to just six in another language” (1995:155) and she 

illustrates her point by the example of the many options one has for expressing obligation in English 

(must, have to, have got to, be to, should etc, Czech equivalents, for instance, being only two: muset, 

mít). This again can pose a problem for a NNS as s/he can easily fail to distinguish among the subtle 

nuances that the different verbs convey if s/he lacks pragmatic competence. Therefore it is crucial that 

the interlocutors 

      know that certain linguistic features collocate in a certain speech style or register (pragmalinguistic knowledge)   
      and that a particular co-occurrence structure is linked to certain social roles and situations (socio-pragmatic     
      knowledge). […] They must have the linguistic, sociolinguistic, pragmatic and discoursal knowledge pertinent  
      to the speech event, and the ability to draw on these knowledge sources and match them with the input (Cook  
      in Rose and Kasper 2001:84). 
 
The reason why it is so important to have a good command of pragmatic, i.e. communicative rules of 

the given language is that the lack thereof “may result in apparent rudeness. If a learner appears to 

speak fluently (i.e. linguistically competently), NSs are likely to attribute apparent impoliteness or 

unfriendliness to boorishness or ill-will, rather than to linguistic deficiency” (Trosborg 1995:13). 

         To conclude, let us quote George Yule (1996:88): “If we have any hope at all of developing the 

capacity for cross-cultural communication, we will have to devote a lot more attention to an 

understanding of what characterizes pragmatic accent, not only in others, but in ourselves”. This is the 



goal to which the present work will try to contribute by investigation of similarities and differences in 

politeness strategies in Czech and English and particularly by investigation of how pragmatic transfer 

of Czech politeness strategies might sound impolite to NSs of English.  

 

2.4. Politeness Theories 

Before going any further into the complex and fuzzy matter of politeness, one should try to define 

what the term politeness actually stands for. Yet already here, at the very beginning,  a great deal of 

divergence is to be encountered. Some regard the phenomenon from the hearer’s point of view 

(politeness as “the extent to which actions, including the way things are said, match addressees’ 

perceptions of how they should be performed” Grundy 2000:151), others adopt an interactional 

approach (“politeness is a system of interpersonal relations designed to facilitate interaction by 

minimising the potential for conflict and confrontation inherent in all human interchange” Yule 

1996:106).  Some approach the phenomena from the point of view of lay-persons, how they 

understand politeness in their everyday life ("Politeness in this sense is equivalent to a normative 

notion of appropriateness. Such commonsense notions of politeness are traceable as products of 

historical developments and hence are socioculturally specific" Pizziconi in Brown 2006:5). Still 

others define politeness in rather figurative terms as “a velvet glove within which to hide one or 

another kind of iron fist” (Sell in Ch. Xien et al 1991) or like “an inflated pillow, although there is 

nothing in it, it softens the fall” (German handbook of etiquette, Jakubowska 1999:27).  

The last two definitions suggest clearly that there is something insincere or superficial to the 

matter, as if being polite would necessarily entail being hypocritical, not saying clearly and directly 

what one has in mind. This might be due to the fact that it really is so that “in being polite one is often 

faced with a clash between the Cooperative Principle and Politeness Principle so that one has to choose 

how far to “trade off” one against the other” (Leech 1983:83), in other words, one has to consider how 

much clarity and directness to give up in order to be more polite (and so less straightforward), and 

other way round. As it is, “polite language is a form of cooperative behaviour but does not seem to 



abide by Grice's Cooperative Principle” (Watts 2003:203), a seeming contradiction that became a point 

of departure for such canonical models of politeness as those by Lakoff, Leech and Brown and 

Levinson, often referred to as the first generation of politeness researchers (Janney and Arndt 

1993:21). 

 

2.4.1. Universalist approach 

The first distinguished researcher into the field of linguistic politeness was Robin T. Lakoff, “the 

mother of modern politeness theory” (Eelen 2001:2 in Ch. Xie 2005:431). She is of the opinion, that 

“politeness developed in societies in order to reduce friction in personal interaction (1975:64)” 

(Trosborg 1995:24). In her theory (1973), she introduces the term Pragmatic Competence which 

subsumes two maxims, namely “Be clear”, which reminds of Grice´ Cooperative Principle, and “Be 

polite”. Unlike Leech (see below), she puts the Politeness Principle (PP) and Cooperative Principle 

(CP) on the same level, PP is thus equal to the latter and even superordinate “if the relational level is 

preferred to the level of content” (Trosborg 1995:24). The PP  consists of three maxims: Don´t impose, 

Give options and Make the receiver feel good. (Watts 2003:74). All the maxims are to be found also in 

the work of Brown and Levinson (see below). 

 

Geoffrey Leech, on the contrary, conceives of the Politeness Principle as subordinate to CP as its 

purpose is to “rescue Cooperative Principle” when it cannot “account for the relation between sense 

and force” (Leech 1983:80). That is to say, when an utterance seemingly does not adhere to, for 

example, Maxim of Quantity, when it is too lengthy, or when a question has the force of imperative, it 

might be so for politeness sake. Though subordinate, PP “has a higher regulative role than this [CP]: to 

maintain the social equilibrium and the friendly relations which enable us to assume that our 

interlocutors are being cooperative in the first place” (1983:82). Leech’s PP consists of 6 maxims, the 

first four making two pairs, the last two being less important: 1. Tact (minimise cost to other, 



maximise benefit to other) – 2. Generosity (Minimise benefit to self, maximise cost to self), 3. 

Approbation (minimise dispraise of other, maximise praise of other) – 4. Modesty (minimise praise of 

self, maximise dispraise of self), 5. Agreement (minimise disagreement between self and other, 

maximise agreement between self and other), 6. Sympathy (minimise antipathy between self and other, 

maximise sympathy between self and other). Further, Leech introduces Interest Principle (show 

interest in other) and Polyanna Principle (prefer pleasant topics to unpleasant ones), which is achieved 

by means of euphemism, litotes, understatement, etc. It follows that the PP can be summed up as 

“Minimise (other things being equal) the expression of  impolite beliefs. […] Maximise (other things 

being equal) the expression of polite beliefs.” (Leech 1983:81).  

 What is interesting about Leech’s theory is that the maxims are characterised by means of 

scales: cost-benefit scale, optionality scale and indirectness scale, all of them being interrelated. Jenny 

Thomas says: ”If something is perceived as being to the H’s benefit, X can be expressed politely 

without employing indirectness: Have a chocolate! However, if X is seen as being ‘costly’ to the H, 

greater indirectness [and thus more optionality] may be required” (1995:161). Further, Leech brings to 

our attention the analogy between many illocutions and commercial transactions, where in both cases a 

transfer of ‘goods’ is implied (Leech 1983:124), a point later elaborated on by Richard J. Watts (see 

below). Next thing to be pointed out is that the maxims are not mutually exclusive (the same applies to 

Lakoff’s and Brown and Levinson’s theories), i.e. one utterance can adhere to more than one maxim. 

In Leech’s view, tact is “perhaps the most important kind of politeness in English-speaking 

society” (1983:107) along with the Irony Principle, while, as he observes, there are some eastern 

cultures that tend to value the Modesty Maxim much more highly. Quite interesting is his introduction 

of the Phatic Maxim that says ‘Avoid silence. Keep talking.’ which, I would assume, most of all the 

maxims raises doubts as to its universal applicability. The  universality of maxims claimed by Leech is 

one of the points disputed by other pragmatists (see for example Thomas 1995:168) together with the 



fact that for any new linguistic situation a new maxim could be introduced, resulting in an unlimited 

number thereof (a peril Leech himself was well aware of, see 1983:149). 

 

It was Brown and Levinson’s article “Politeness: Some universals in language usage” published 1978 

as an article in Cambridge Papers in Social Anthropology, volume 8, and a decade later re-published in 

a book form, that is considered a groundbreaking work on the subject of linguistic politeness. Even 

nowadays, after the model has been challenged by many critics and many other approaches have been 

suggested, it is seen as “classic” and regarded “the dominant research paradigm in the field” (Watts 

2003:xii in Ch. Xie 2005). Gino Eeelen argues that “the names Brown and Levinson have become 

almost synonymous with the word ‘politenes’ itself” (Eelen 2001:3) and Ch. Xien goes on saying that 

“it is next to impossible to talk about politeness without a mere mention of their work” (2005). It is for 

these reasons that their model will be discussed in greater detail, but most importantly, their concept is 

taken as a point of departure for the present work in terms of data analysis and interpretation. A good 

understanding of their work is hence essential.  

 Brown and Levinson’s fundamental argument is that  the underlying principles of linguistically 

polite behaviour, which in their view are sociopsychological categories common to everyone, such as 

rationality and face, are panhuman, universal. The claim for universality follows from their rational 

approach to politeness, whose linguistic realisations they see as “means satisfying communicative and 

face-oriented ends” (1987:58).  They construct a “model person (MP)” who represents “a wilful fluent 

speaker of a natural language, further endowed with two special properties – rationality and face” 

(1987:58). This MP stands for every single human being because, in Brown and Levinson’s view, 

everybody, disregarding their place of origin, socio-cultural background, sex, etc., is endowed with 

rationality and face. By rationality they mean the ability to choose the means that are best suited to 

satisfy the MP’s ends. The notion of face is derived from Durkheim’s “positive” and “negative” 

rituals, a distinction developed in the 1960’s by Erwin Goffman into the theory of face (Kotthoff 



2003). For Brown and Levinson, ‘face’ is “the public self-image that every member wants to claim for 

himself” (1987:61). As already Goffman pointed out, the awareness of lay persons of the existence of 

the concept is manifested in phrases such as “to lose face” and “to save one’s face” (Goffman 1967) 

and these, at the same time, are evidence of face being something “emotionally invested”, something 

“that can be lost, maintained, or enhanced, and must be constantly attended to in interaction” (Brown 

and Levinson 1987:61). Since everyone’s face depends on everyone else’s face being maintained, that 

is, all participants are mutually vulnerable, cooperation is assumed and expected of everyone. 

Otherwise, people will “defend their faces if threatened, and in defending their own [they will] 

threaten others’ faces” (1987:6). ‘Face’ consists of two aspects: negative face and positive face, treated 

by the authors as basic wants “which every member knows every other member desires, and which in 

general it is in the interests of every member to partially satisfy” (1987:62). The negative face 

represents the want that our actions “are unimpeded by others” and our claim to “freedom of action 

and freedom from imposition”. The positive face is our wish that our wants are desirable to at least 

some others, that we are “ratified, understood, approved of, liked or admired” (1987:62).  

 Politeness and its strategies (or to be more exact, the strategies for doing things that go counter 

politeness and the face wants) come to the fore when the face is threatened, particularly by “acts that 

by their nature run contrary to the face wants of the addressee and/or of the speaker” (Brown and 

Levinson 1987:65). These are called intrinsic face-threatening acts (FTAs). Brown and Levinson 

distinguish between acts that threaten negative face (orders, for example) and those that threaten 

positive face (criticism) as well as between those that threaten H’s face (see the preceding examples) 

versus threats to S’s face (thanks, apologies, etc.). Next, they introduce strategies for doing FTAs 

ranking from the most straightforward ‘bold on-record’ strategy to the decision of abandoning the 

original intention and not doing the FTA at all (see Fig. 1).   

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From pragmalinguistic point of view, the most interesting strategies are those when S does the 

FTA ‘on record’ with redressive action. Redressive action is one that “attempts to counteract the 

potential face damage of the FTA by doing it in such a way […] that indicates clearly that no such face 

threat is intended or desired, and that S in general recognises H’s face wants and himself wants them to 

be achieved” (Brown and Levinson 1987:69). It is aimed either at H’ positive face (positive politeness, 

Fig. 2) or negative face (negative politeness, Fig. 3). Negative politeness is avoidance-based and if 

S opts for it then s/he wants to show respect for H’s freedom of actions and his/her intention not to 

impede nor interfere with it. Typically, this is achieved by apologies, hedges etc. Positive politeness 

strategies are, on the other hand, approach-based and S redresses his FTA by indicating “that in some 

respects, S wants H’s wants” (1987:70), which can be done by, among others, compliments, in-group 

markers etc. 

Another strategy to ‘soften’ the potential damage of an FTA is to go ‘off record’, which means 

to be intentionally unclear, indirect, ambiguous (by using irony, hints, understatement, etc), so that “it 

is not possible to attribute only one clear communicative intention to the act” (Brown and Levinson 

1987:211). Consequently, S can always avoid the accusation of committing an FTA (in other words, 

s/he gives himself/herself an ‘out’) because more interpretations are possible and it is up to the 

addressee to decide what S had in mind. Clearly, H must arrive at the unsaid meaning of the utterance, 

the ‘conversational implicature’ in Grice’ terms, conveyed by flouting one of the conversational 

maxims. 

 Bald on record strategy, on the contrary, conforms neatly to the maxims but its usage, 

supposing one does not really want to damage H’s face, is rather restricted to three cases: (a) S is 

vastly superior to H, (b) the FTA is in fact for H’s good (invitations, offers, etc.), (c) face demands are 

suspended by urgency or efficiency. 

Now, how does the MP decide which strategy to adopt? What are the criteria influencing the 

choice? Brown and Levinson assume that it is certain a priory payoffs afforded by particular strategies 



under relevant circumstances. The payoff of bald-on-record strategy is efficiency, that of off-record 

strategy was already mentioned: it gives S an ‘out’. On-record with positive politeness allows S to 

redress, for example, criticism by assertion of mutual friendship while by negative politeness S can 

show respect or deference to H in return for doing FTA. Here it must be pointed out that to opt for a 

higher number strategy than would correspond with the weightiness of the intended FTA (for example 

using a hint when all one wants is salt) is as much risky as opting in the opposite direction (saying just 

‘sorry, mate’ on running over your neighbour’s beloved cat). “If an actor uses a strategy appropriate to 

a high risk for an FTA of less risk, others will assume the FTA was greater than in fact it was, while it 

is S’ intention to minimise rather than overestimate the threat to H’s face” (Brown and Levinson 

1987:74).  

Another criteria important for the decision about how to do an FTA is the seriousness or 

weightiness of the FTA. According to Brown Levinson, it involves the following factors: 1. the social 

distance (D) of S and H, 2. the relative power (P) of S and H, and 3. the absolute ranking (R) of 

impositions in the particular culture. These are assumed by the interlocutors to be mutually assumed. 

The authors even developed a formula for computing the weightiness (W): Wx = D(S,H) + P(H,S) + 

Rx. The social variables are recognised by Brown and Levinson to be culturally dependant; some 

cultures have relatively small values for D, R and relative P (‘warm’ egalitarian cultures), while other 

indulge in negative politeness strategies and then the values of the variables are relatively high (formal 

hierarchical cultures) (1987:246). By the same token some FTAs are attributed different impositions in 

different cultures (for example, in English-speaking countries, orders are considered highly face-

threatening and imperatives are thus avoided (cf. Wierzbicka 2003, 2006, Jakubowska 1999, Levinson 

1983) while in the Czech Republic, for instance, they are commonly used in a variety of speech 

situations). Brown and Levinson account for the phenomenon by referring to different cultural ‘ethos’, 

“the affective quality of interaction characteristic of members of a society” (1987:243), which 

somewhere can be said to be friendly and warm, somewhere else stiff and deferential, and so on. 



However, what makes the formula universally applicable and what at the same time creates the core of 

their universal hypothesis is the assumption that “any rational agent will tend to choose the same genus 

of strategy under the same conditions – that is, make the same moves as any other would make under 

the circumstances” (1987:71). 

It is, nonetheless, the very claim for universality of their model that provoked much criticism. 

First of all, their understanding of social variables D, P and R was seen as oversimplified (cf. Watts, 

Eelen, Hickey and Stewart). Secondly, the work has been criticised for its ‘Western bias’, particularly 

by Asian researches (cf. Doi, Matsumo, Ide, Gu), who argue that “the concept of face plays a much 

smaller role in their culture, besides, it is different” (Trosborg 1995:27). They also claim that for Asian 

countries the term ‘discernment’ and notion of wakimae rather than ‘face’ should be applied. Thirdly, 

Brown and Levinson’s approach was accused of paranoia because in their model all communication is 

seen as “fundamentally dangerous and antagonistic behaviour” (Hickey and Stewart 2005:6), face 

threatening is omnipresent and the purpose of politeness is to disarm the potential aggression. Yet, 

politeness is motivated by other factors as well – by display of friendliness, good manners and 

conventional courtesy, among others, where these function “as supportive interchanges belonging to 

‘the ritualization of identificatory sympathy’, ‘rituals of ratification’ (Goffman, 1972:65)” (Danblon et 

al in Hickey and Stewart 2005:55). Last but not least, Gino Eelen (2001: 119) finds – not only Brown 

and Levinson but most of current theories - guilty of “a triple conceptual bias: towards the polite side 

of polite-impolite distinction, towards the speaker in the interactional dyad and towards the production 

of behaviour rather than its evaluation” (Hickey and Stewart 2005:6). Lets point out here that the 

present work seeks to counter this very bias as it is impoliteness both as produced by NNS and 

potentially evaluated by H that will be under observation. 

 

 

 



2.4.2. Relativist approach 

While the first generation of politeness researchers worked along the universal hypothesis, the guiding 

concept of the second generation is the notion of linguistic and cultural relativity (Janney and Arndt 

1993). Probably the most prominent figure in this branch of pragmatics, called cross-cultural 

pragmatics (see above), is already since the early 1980’s the Australian linguist of Polish origin Anna 

Wierzbicka. She was among the first who ‘dared’ to challenge the then widely accepted and next to 

indefeasible “universals of politeness” and “universal maxims of conversation”  which she held 

already then (before the 1987 edition of Brown and Levinson’s Universals of Politeness!) for “a 

misguided orthodoxy of that time” (Wierzbicka 2003:vi).  In the introduction to the second edition of 

Cross-cultural Pragmatics (2003) she recalls that when she argued that these supposedly universal 

concepts were “in fact rooted in Anglo culture” and  in particular  

        the ‘freedom from imposition’, which Brown and Levinson (1978: 66) saw as one of the most important     
        guiding principles of human interaction, was in fact an Anglo cultural value and that the avoidance of  
        ‘flat imperative sentences’, which Searle (1975: 69) attributed to the ‘ordinary human conversational    
        requirement of politeness’, did not reflect ‘universal principles of politeness’ but rather, expressed special    
        concerns of modern Anglo culture (vi), 

her ideas were regarded as heretical and were confidently dismissed.  Today the situation is completely 

different, she notes with some satisfaction, as the fact that “different cultures favour different styles of 

social interaction” is generally acknowledged and became a subject of much research (see below) since 

more importance is ascribed to the problem of cross-cultural communication and understanding than 

ever (2003:xxii). 

 What Wierzbicka considered as the most disputable about the universalist theories was what 

she and her colleague Cliff Goddard call ‘terminological ethnocentrism’(2003:xviii), the state when 

conceptual artefacts of the English language (such as imposition or face) are used as analytical tools to 

describe other languages and cultures and thus inevitably impose an Anglo perspective on them. “To 

say that speakers of those other languages are deeply concerned about some values which – “as it 

happens” – can only be formulated in English means to give English a curiously privileged position in 

humankind’s world” (2003:xix), she observes with reference to words such as small talk, imposition, 



self-assertion, and others that even do not have equivalents in (some) other languages. To do away 

with this ‘Anglo-centrism’ and ‘Western bias’, Wierzbicka suggests using the Natural Semantic 

Metalanguage (NSM) “based on a hypothetical system of universal semantic primitives” (2003:6). 

These are “the indefinable (i.e. semantically simple) words and morphemes of natural language […] 

which can be found, it seems, in all the languages of the world” (2003:10) and therefore can be said to 

stand for universal human concepts. The advantage of using NSM is not only that it is free from any 

cultural bias but also that it helps to capture a language from the emic point of view and at the same 

time makes it intelligible to ‘outsiders’. 

 Another term essential to Wierzbicka’s approach (which can be summed up as “culture as a key 

factor determining ways of speaking” (2003:vi)), is ‘cultural scripts’ – complexes of understanding 

shared among “‘members of a social group, […] broadly applicable across different contexts of their 

lives, powerfully motivating sources of their action, and remarkably stable over succeeding 

generations’ (Strauss and Quinn 1973:3)” (Wierzbicka 2003:xvii)1. Wierzbicka devotes a lot of time 

(particularly in her book English: Meaning and Culture) to describing several concepts she believes 

are part of Anglo cultural script. For example, she claims that “’tolerance’ (with its roots in the ideal of 

‘toleration’, advanced three centuries ago by John Lock and other British thinkers) is a key Anglo 

value […] reflected in specific speech practises” (2006:22), and goes on saying that it is “related to the 

modern Anglo concept of ‘negative freedom’, that is ’freedom from’ as distinct from ‘freedom to’, and 

of ‘individual rights’” (2006:56). She assumes that the high frequency of occurrence of  I don’t know, I 

think, tag questions, whimperatives and certain verbs used in the frame ‘she suggested that he could do 

X’ (2006:53) is due to the avoidance of imposition. Another important cultural imperative that 

exercised an enormous influence on English language is “acknowledging the limitations of one’s 

knowledge” (2006:35) which Wierzbicka traces back to John Locke’s An Essay Concerning Human 

Understanding, where he expressed the need to always distinguish between ‘knowing’ and ‘thinking’. 



She asserts that this is the reason behind “the proliferation of various linguistic tools for qualifying 

one’s statement, for hedging one’s assertions, and for differentiating the strength of one’s assent to a 

proposition. This applies in particular to epistemic verbal phrases like I suppose and epistemic adverbs 

like probably” (2006:40). 

 Besides explicating various Anglo cultural values and identifying their representation in 

English language, Wierzbicka compares them with other cultures’ scripts and their values, most often 

Polish. She comes to the conclusion that while in the Anglo-Saxon culture2 it is the autonomy of 

individual and antidogmatism that is valued most (and reflected in the linguistic means mentioned 

earlier), in Polish culture it is warmth and cordiality (reflected, for example, in the elaborated system 

of hypocoristics) (2003:64). She concludes with stressing the importance of cross-cultural research and 

its findings: “To teach effective intercultural communication, it would be helpful to identify the 

relevant scripts and state them in neutral cultural notation that could be intelligible to both sides and 

would allow the outsiders to understand the perspective of the insider” (2006:306).3  

With a growing interest in cross-cultural studies a great deal of empirical research has been 

carried out covering various domains of interest. Some focused on cross-cultural differences in request 

realisation (Tannen, House and Kasper) as well as other speech acts (Coulmas, Fraser and Nolen, 

Trosborg), others compared notion of indirectness in different cultures (mainly the CCSARP project 

carried out by Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper in 1989) (Trosborg 1995:48), yet others set to account 

for different approaches to politeness in general (Hickey). It should be borne in mind that the studies 

named are just a few representatives of an extensive list of cross-cultural research that extends 

gradually.   

                                                                                                                                                                                                      
1 The author of the present study is of the opinion that Wierzbicka’s ‘cultural scripts’ basically refer to the same concept as 
Yule’s ‘script’ and Watts’ ‘habitus’. It refers to S’s cultural context, within which s/he has been socialised and thus 
acquired its values and behavioural (and hence also linguistic) conventions (see above).  
2 A term used by Wierzbicka throughout her work, sometimes shortened to ‚Anglo‘ only. ‚English-speaking‘ or ‚British‘ 
are not equivalents, as the former is too general and would include also, for example, African ex-colonies where the 
culture, its values and linguistic conventions are different from those referred to under the term of ‚Anglo-Saxon‘. The 
latter label (‚British‘) is too narrow, disregarding American, Australian and other (originally) Anglo-Saxon cultures. 
3 What she has to say about individual linguistic means and strategies such as tag questions or compliment   responses will 
be included in following part of the paper. 



 

For reasons of space limitation only one more work on linguistic politeness will be briefly introduced, 

namely that by the Swiss linguist Richard Watts. He recognises two types of politeness: 

(im)politeness1 and (im)politeness2; the former is politeness as perceived and talked about by lay 

members of a society (“folk interpretation” of politeness subject to constant “discursive struggle” 

(2003:263)), the latter is a theoretical construct, “a concept in sociolinguistic theory” (2003:9). Watts 

points out that it has been mostly politeness2 what has been focused on in politeness research and 

suggests a reorientation towards politeness1 (H.J.Ladegard 2006).  Further, Watts re-classifies what is 

usually called ‘politeness’ as, in fact, ‘political behaviour’ – conventional behaviour “expected in the 

social interaction” (2003:156). Politeness1 is then “payment in excess of what is ordinarily required by 

political behaviour of the social interaction” (2003:152). Consequently, conventionalised linguistic 

expressions such as greeting and thanking, which are expected in the ongoing interaction, are not, 

according to Watts, instantiations of linguistic politeness but of political behaviour (2003:156).4  

Finally, let’s mention at least some of other frequently quoted works on politeness. These are 

Fraser and Nolen’s Conversational Contract theory, Sperber and Wilson’s Relevance theory or Ide’s 

concept of discernment but also Eelen’s comprehensive critical work, among others.  

Works and research on politeness phenomena by Czech linguists are rather scanty. One of the 

reasons is that Czech linguists used to focus almost exclusively on the distribution of terms of address 

which are expressions of socially given deference, rather than of politeness strategies (see the 

discussion of discernment vs. volition above) (Berger 2002). Probably the first to contribute to the 

investigation of pragmatic politeness in Czech was Švehlová-Rulfová (1985), followed by Válková 

(20004); Berger (2002) mentions also Nekula, Hoffmannová and Mullerová. Contributions on smaller 

scale were carried out by Obenbergerová (1992) and Neustupný and Nekvapil (2005). However, a 

more comprehensive study is still missing. 

 



2.5. Theories of Impoliteness 

It has already been said that the research so far has focused almost exclusively on politeness and its 

production rather than impoliteness and its perception or evaluation. This domain of (im)politeness 

studies started to attract the attention of linguists considerably later (since the 1990’s, roughly 

speaking). Today, however, pragmatists all over the world focus their research within this domain 

more and more often.5 

 

The first systematic work on impoliteness was undertaken by Jonathan Culperer, who in 1996 

published an article “Toward an anatomy of impoliteness” where he adopts as well as adapts Brown 

and Levinson’s theory and applies it to impoliteness. Culperer understands impoliteness as an 

“antagonistic or confrontational behaviour” that exploits “strategies that are designed to have the […] 

effect of social disruption. These strategies are oriented towards attacking face” (1996:350). Culperer 

argues that impoliteness is more likely to occur in situations where there is an imbalance of power 

because in such circumstances “vulnerability of face is unequal and so motivation to cooperate is 

reduced.” (1996:354). Further, he proposes five impoliteness superstrategies that are the opposites of 

Brown and Levinson’s politeness superstrategies, i.e. opposites in terms of orientation to face: “Instead 

of enhancing or supporting face, impoliteness superstrategies are a means of attacking face” 

(1996:356):  

1. Bald on record impoliteness, 2. Positive impoliteness, 3. Negative impoliteness, 4. Sarcasm or mock 

politeness, 5. Withheld politeness (where it would be expected) (1996:357). Like Brown and Levinson, 

Culperer suggests some linguistic output strategies for positive and negative impoliteness; the former 

includes, for example, Ignore the other, Be disinterested in the other, Use inappropriate identity 

markers, Seek disagreement, the latter includes, among others, Scorn or ridicule the other,  Put the 

                                                                                                                                                                                                      
4 For similar interpretation, see Blum-Kulka, Wekrhofer or Juliane House. 
5 The most often quoted works on impoliteness include, besides those accounted for below, Bebe and Werkhofer.   
  Yet, these focus on intentional, so called strategic impoliteness and, also due to the space limitation, shall thus  
   not be given particular attention in the present work. 



other’s indebtedness on record, Invade the other’s space. Culperer sumps up his theory reversing 

Leech’s Politeness Principle (see above) into an impoliteness one: “Minimize the expression of polite 

beliefs and maximize the expression of impolite beliefs” (1996:358). Culperer’ framework, however, 

is not convenient for the purpose of the present paper as it seeks to capture the ‘strategic’ or 

‘instrumental’ impoliteness, that is the impoliteness that “fulfils a function that the speaker intended, 

and was not simply failed politeness“ (2003:1546). The actions that may lead to face damage but are 

unintended (so called ‘incidental offences’ and ‘faux pas’) are not considered by Culperer as cases of 

impoliteness. 

 

A similar understanding of impoliteness, especially considering the aspect of its intentionally, is 

adopted by Miranda Stewart. Still, she argues more in line with the present paper when she suggests 

that Brown and Levinson’s framework can accommodate cases of linguistic impoliteness just as well 

and hence need not be altered. She explores how Ss attend to their own face, rather than to that of H 

(and thus are likely to bring about impoliteness) using the very devices identified in Brown and 

Levinson as politeness strategies. These are cases of, as Stewart calls it, ‘self-politeness’. For example, 

she argues that “off-record utterances, by virtue of their providing “defensible alignment” are less 

likely to be speaker’s face damaging while still allowing considerable threat to the face of the hearer” 

(Stewart 2008). As a result, she concludes that “it is possible to be impolite while ‘doing politeness’” 

(2008:51).  

 

An approach most similar to that of the present paper is the treatment of impoliteness by Chiara 

Zamborlin as introduced in her article “Going beyond pragmatic failures: Dissonance in intercultural 

communication” (2007). Here she identifies impoliteness as dissonance (a term borrowed from 

Goffman 1967), which is “any production of (verbal) behaviour that originates either intentionally or 

unintentionally, and which, on the part of the hearer(s), comes across as unexpected within an array of 



evaluation that may range from slightly incongruous to the extremely out of place” (2007:32). Further, 

she identifies two possible sources of the phenomenon; it is either “(a) speakers’ intent to violate or (b) 

speakers’ inability to conform to the norms/principles of linguistic etiquette followed in the speech 

community in which the interaction takes place” (2007:32). Herself she focuses on the dissonance 

“involuntarily generated in intercultural communication, as a consequence of speaker’s inadequate 

linguistic, socio-linguistic, or pragmatic competence” (2007:22), which is also the area of interest of 

the present study. Such utterances are, in Zamborlin’s opinion, instances of pragmatic failures (for 

further discussion see above), defined by Thomas (1983) as “the inability to understand what is meant 

by what is said” (Zamborlin 2007:24). Zamborlin adds that dissonances may be produced across at 

least three pragmatic domains, namely illocution, style and discourse and in intercultural encounters 

can be triggered off by transfers of linguistic, sociolinguistic or pragmatic nature (2007:33). To 

illustrate her point she comments on several occurrences of dissonance that she herself produced as an 

native speaker of Italian living in Japan and interacting in Japanese - for instance, confusing terms of 

address or misuse of a proverb. 

 

Other definitions of impoliteness as developed by the pragmatists mentioned in the previous section 

include, for example, that of Leech, who evaluates behaviour as rude “if it does not utilize politeness 

strategies where these would be expected and the utterance can plausibly be interpreted as intentionally 

and negatively confrontational” (Trosborg 1995:31). This definition relates to another proposition of 

Leech that “the lack of praise indicates dispraise” (Leech 1983:136). It logically follows that lack of 

other politeness strategies indicates their opposite, i.e. lack of modesty indicates immodesty etc. R.J. 

Watts defines impoliteness as “an observable violation of politic behaviour which is open to negative 

evaluation by the participants and the researcher” (2003:30). Last but not least, Fraser and Nolen 

contribute to the discussion with reference to their own conversational contract theory, claiming that 



“the S becomes impolite just in case where he violates one or more of the contractual terms” (Ide et al 

in R.J.Watts 1992:281). 

For the purposes of the present study, the unintended impoliteness will be defined  as a 

compilation of Zamborlin’s, Leech’s and Brown and Levinson’s approach; the term impoliteness will 

refer to dissonance due to cultural differences in interaction and/or due to lacking pragmatic 

competence (socio-pragmatic knowledge), definable as absence or misuse of (English) politeness 

strategies as stated by Leech and Brown and Levinson. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. The aim of the study, its method and data 

The aim of the present study is to identify potential areas in English that might pose problems to Czech 

speakers in terms of pragmatic appropriateness with the possible consequence for them of sounding 

impolite to native speakers of English. The approach to the phenomenon is based on the thesis that in 

different countries people speak in different ways (Wierzbicka 2003:67), that is to say, in different 

countries in the same type of encounters, under the same circumstances people use linguistic means in 

different, culture-specific ways. What follows from that is that in cross-cultural encounters 

misunderstandings may arise due to different interpretations of certain linguistic behaviour. The 

interactants transfer the linguistic behaviour of their mother language (i.e. linguistic conventions of 

their culture) into another, foreign language (and culture) without realising that there it may be used 

and interpreted differently. Therefore, the present study builds on the assumption that Czech speakers 

do transfer some linguistic patterns of the Czech language when speaking, or generally, 

communicating in English. More specifically, the study presumes the existence of - and hence focuses 

on - pragmalinguistic features used by Czech speakers in English that can potentially lead to negative 

evaluation by English native speakers. Yet not only will the transfer of L1 strategies be observed, but 

also other shortcomings of the interlanguage that could be viewed as impolite by native speakers. 

 The choice of data showed to be the major problem of the research; naturally occurring spoken 

conversations would be the best source with regard to authenticity, yet that method was unfeasible. 

Therefore, the author of the study  decided to elicit written data of two types: via questionnaires and 

via homework assignments. The latter included writing a letter of apology, a letter of complaint, a 

request, and criticism. The purpose was to elicit longer pieces of discourse, which would make the data 

more truthful to real life where the realisation of a communicative act takes more than one or two 

sentences (which is about the length of responses in questionnaires). Also, the chosen communicative 

acts (the topics of the assignments) are normally conveyed (at least under the circumstances described 

in the assignments) in a written form and would not be, as was the case with questionnaire data, a mere 



rendering of normally spoken utterances into the written mode. A vast amount of data was elicited: 

some 45 students and 15 adults submitted the assignments, giving a total of about  240 items. Such 

amount of data showed to be not only excessive for the purposes of the study but also difficult to asses 

as no corresponding data by native speakers could be obtained for comparison. After these points were 

taken into account, it was decided that this type of data will be laid aside and dismissed for the present 

purposes. 

 The data were eventually elicited by means of questionnaires describing eight6 different 

situations (two situations comprised two, one situation even three subsituations, resulting in a total of 

twelve situations). The informants’ task was to supply the linguistic behaviour they would have 

recourse to in real life in the given situation. The situations were aimed at eliciting the following 

speech acts: greeting, request, asking for help, advice, apology, its acceptance, offer, its acceptance 

and its rejection, offering help, expressing thanks, and rejection. Some of the acts are threatening to 

H’s negative face (request), some to his/her positive face (rejection), some acts are also threatening to 

S’s face (his/her negative face is threatened when expressing thanks, positive face when apologising) 

(see Brown and Levinson 1987:65-68). The acts are also of different weightiness (Wx) since the 

sociological variables of the social distance (D), relative power (P) and ranking of imposition in the 

particular culture (R) vary. Some interactions involve friends (low D and P value), some a student and 

his/her teacher (high P value), still other two strangers (high D value). Some acts involve high R value 

(rejection of an invitation for a date), some relatively low (accepting an offered piece of cake) – yet it 

should be borne in mind that the R variable differs from culture to culture, as shall be observed later. 

What was common to all situations, or so at least does the author of the study hope, was their “true-to-

life” character – the informants were presented with situations they could easily encounter in their life 

                                                           
6 First, the questionnaires submitted to Czech speakers contained 30 situations with 16 subsituations, rendering a total of 46 
situations. The length of the questionnaires was later considered too excessive, considering that to fill them in would be 
asked of people (native speakers) the author of the research did not even know and who would do it out of their goodwill in 
their free time, as opposed to the NNSs who were all students obliged to do it during their English class. The number of 
questions was then cut down to 18 situations (31 altogether) but still only 8 (12) situations are actually included in the data 
analysis for the reasons of space limitation. 



(and certainly many times they already did); the aim was to make it easy for the informants to imagine 

how they would react in those situations. 

 The questionnaires were filled in by twenty7 Czech speakers – learners of English (NNSs) and 

by the same number of English native speakers (NSs). The Czech informants were students of a 

grammar school at the age of 16-18, their level of English ranging from pre-intermediate up to upper-

intermediate (according to the level of New Headway Student’s Book they were using) - levels where 

some pragmatic skills and knowledge should already be mastered. Students who had spent more than 

one month in an English speaking country were excluded from the research because higher pragmatic 

competence was assumed in them compared to their classmates. Informants from the other group were 

English native speakers from the UK or the Republic of Ireland at the age of 20-24, all high school 

graduates, some of them now studying at a university. Both sexes are represented in both of the 

groups: in the NNS data five, in the NS data nine respondents were males8. Neither of the group was 

informed about the focus of the research. 

The responses of the two groups were compared in terms of politeness strategies, using the 

terminology and approach developed by Brown and Levinson and Wierzbicka, but also by Leech and 

Culperer. NS responses served as the norm, NNS data were investigated in terms of deviations from 

this norm. The deviations are instances of unintended impoliteness, which, for the purposes of the 

present study, is defined  as dissonance due to cultural differences in interaction, and/or due to lacking 

pragmatic competence (socio-pragmatic knowledge) definable as absence or misuse of (English) 

politeness strategies as stated by Leech and Brown and Levinson (viz. the end of the preceding 

section). The fact, that native speakers in general may judge non-native speakers’ lapses against the 

politeness norms less harshly and hence not consider their behaviour as impolite will be disregarded. 

                                                           
7 In fact, some 45 Czech students took part in the research, but since only 20 NS responses were obtained, the final number 
of questionnaires included in the research was decided to be 20 in both groups. 
8 In the present study, the influence of gender on politeness will be disregarded. Generally, women are believed to be more 
polite in the sense that they use more as well as higher-numbered politeness strategies and are more sensitive about the 
phatic, interactional dimension of communication (see works by Robin T. Lakoff). 



The questionnaires for the first group were written in Czech so that a perfect understanding of 

the situations as well as of the instructions was secured, and were distributed to the students during 

their English class. English native speakers received the questionnaires and instructions via email. The 

different circumstances under which the answers were provided may have influenced the responses to 

some extent; Czech students may have felt as if they were taking a test and thus certain monitoring 

mechanisms may have been activated more than they would be in real life situations with the 

consequence of giving more controlled, ‘correct’ answers (see Preston 1989:23). The English native 

speakers, on the other hand, may be expected to have sought to complete the questionnaires quickly, 

without spending too much of their free time on it and thus maybe shortening (i.e. simplifying) their 

answers compared to what they would actually say in reality. Besides, the written mode of the method 

in general presents some difficulties, one of them being that “written role plays bias responses towards 

less negotiation, less hedging, less repetition, less elaboration, less variety and ultimately less talk” 

(Beebe 1985:3 in Trosborg 1995:142). Nonetheless, the elicited data will show that even written 

recording of otherwise oral utterances preserves the differences in distribution of the given features 

between the two groups of data. What seems to be a more severe disadvantage of the written mode is 

that it makes the respondent convey the given speech act in one turn only, while in real life the 

realisation “may be spread over a conversational sequence between two parties, instead of being 

confined to one utterance or turn” (Brown and Levinson 1987:233). 

However, the written mode of the research has also its advantages, among them, for example, 

that it helps ascertain “the canonical shape of refusals, apologies, partings, etc., in the minds of the 

speakers of that language” as Trosborg claims (1995:141) (even though she goes on to emphasise the 

fact that these canonical shapes are not natural speech). Blum-Kulka (in Jakubowska 1999:47) argues 

along the same lines when she observes that the elicitation tests and questionnaires enable one “to 

obtain more stereotyped responses”. It means that the elicited responses may not represent what the 

S would really say, but it represents what s/he thinks is most likely to be used in the given situation, 



thus illuminating the linguistic conventions of that language. Also, what has first been stated as a 

disadvantage may, in fact, prove quite the opposite. If the Czech speakers of English, on one hand, due 

to more “planning time” that allows for more correctness provide answers that are more appropriate 

and more polite than what they would otherwise say in real life situations under time and other 

pressure, and if, on the other hand, the English native speakers simplify their responses due to the 

written mode constraints and their awareness of the situations being fictitious and thus calling for less 

effort at politeness, then the comparison of the two sets of data should provide minimal differences and 

thus whatever really occurs in real communication should be more diverging and provide even 

stronger support for what is merely suggested by the results from the questionnaires.  

Besides choosing (for the sake of feasibility) written questionnaires instead of naturally 

occurring spoken conversation, the chosen method and data suffer from at least two more drawbacks:  

the number of informants is low, which casts doubt upon the generalisability of the findings, and it 

excludes intonation, a significant functional means for conveying politeness in English (see Urbanova 

2000:123) from the research.  

In spite of these shortcomings, the author of the study believes that the findings may serve as a 

rudimentary probe into the difficulties of acquiring pragmatic competence in L2 and into the effects 

the inadequate knowledge thereof may entail. More specifically, the findings could be of help to EFL 

teachers as well as students as it suggests the areas in English prone to negative pragmalinguistic 

transfer of Czech and/or other pragmatic failures with the possible negative effect on politeness. 

Besides, the study will present some facts about the pragmatics of both the English and the Czech 

language, focusing on their differences and on how these are affected by the values typical of the two 

cultures. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



4. Research  
 
                  “Every language perceives the reality differently in its own way and modifies and  simplifies it  
                       with regard to its own system of signs. Therefore, every language is distinctive in conveying  
                       facts, and comprises many peculiarities that  can not be rendered in any other language”  

                                                                                                                                       (Mathesius 1982:92). 
 
 

4.1. Data presentation and analysis 

Responses to each situation are quantified (where possible), analysed in terms of politeness strategies, 

differences between the results in the NS and NNS group are pointed out and their motivations are 

accounted for. For clarity’s sake, where the situations (the given FTAs) required more complex 

responses, the individual speech acts that comprised the communicative act as a whole are depicted 

and quantified in simple tables. It must be pointed out, however, that the figures have rather little to 

say on their own as it is primarily the quality of the speech acts (i.e. how they are conveyed, by what 

strategies) rather then their quantity. 

 

Situation 1: “Walking down the street, you run into your favourite primary school teacher.  

                       You say: …” 

       greeting       address  How are you? Common ground/showing delight/interest 

NSs           18          8           15                          11 
NNSs          20         11          12                          10 

 

The most elaborate pattern of response in this situation was: greeting – address – How (are you)? – 

asserting common ground/showing delight and/or interest. Greeting appeared in eighteen NS responses 

and took the form of Hi or Hello (the latter intensified in three cases by Oh and once by Oh my gosh!, 

PP 2). NNSs showed a serious lack of pragmatic knowledge as to how to greet in English and had 

recourse to their L1 in seventeen out of twenty instances, saying Good morning/afternoon/evening/day 

in their attempt to transfer the Czech formula Dobrý den to English. Only in three instances did the 

pragmatically correct greeting (Hello) occur. These findings are evidence of the difficulties in SLA to 

gain and, more importantly, to utilise socio-pragmatic competence even where the linguistic (i.e. 

grammatical and lexical) knowledge is at a comparatively high level. The interesting point is that even 

though the conventionalised expressions, such as greetings or farewells, are quite easy to learn (as it is 



just a question of memorising them rather than active production of utterances on the basis of, for 

example, grammatical rules), their actual use poses significant difficulties to NNSs, a fact that 

illustrates “the often observed discrepancy between the learner’s cognitive academic language 

proficiency and his/her basic interpersonal communicative skills” (Trosborg 1995:56).  

 The following speech act, addressing, is a similar illustration of the poor socio-pragmatic 

competence in NNSs. The norm for addressing a female teacher in English is Miss/Misses + her 

surname as demonstrated eight times in NS data. NNSs addressed the teacher in their responses eleven 

times, eight times pragmatically correctly, twice as Mrs teacher and once as Professor, both 

expressions referring to Czech Paní učitelko (the term of address for a primary school teacher) and 

Paní profesorko (the term of address for a grammar school teacher that, in fact, has little to do with her 

real academic title).  

As expected, only some respondents opted for addressing the teacher in their answers, therefore 

there was an extra task in the NNS questionnaires, asking them to write down how they would address 

their teacher Rachel Wards at an English course in Great Britain. This time, eleven respondents 

answered correctly, seven used inappropriate terms of address, such as those above or, for example, 

used her full name only. Two respondents did not answer at all, probably being at a loss as to how to 

perform the required act. The lack of interactional skills together with good command of linguistic 

knowledge suggests that in foreign language classrooms grammar is given more attention at the 

expense of mastering the interactional skills. 

 Let it be briefly mentioned that the explanation as to why the Czech speakers used such - for 

English ears bizarre - terms of address has its roots in different cultural conventions.  Wierzbicka 

(2003:112) notes that in Polish “titles of respect are used widely, and mutually: “informality” is not 

valued in the way it is in Anglo-American culture”. The same holds for Czech, where titles are used 

quite extensively. Yet in English speaking countries, “there is and overriding attempt to effect 

informality or intimacy in many relationships” (Jakubowska 1999:47), the teacher-student relationship 



being no exception. Teachers in English speaking countries seek to evoke an atmosphere of 

friendliness and encouragement in their class and therefore the P value (social power) is much lower 

than in the Czech Republic. There, on the contrary, “teachers/tutors are viewed with a high level of 

respect […], not as peers, but rather as authority figures” (Bell and Youmans 2006:40). So it may be a 

transfer not only of one’s mother tongue linguistic means, but also of one’s mother country cultural 

values that stands behind this particular pragmatic failure.  

The third segment of the speech event under observation was the How are you (or its 

variations) inquiry. Here it is useful to remember that in English-speaking countries this phrase is a 

fixed element of greeting expressions and although no longer perceived as a genuine information-

seeking question (Leech 1983:132), it has an important interactional function and its absence could be 

felt as impolite because asking the question complies with the rules of politeness (Jakubowska 

1999:56). Fifteen NSs and twelve NNSs asked this question (where one of the latter group used the 

old-fashioned How do you do?, presumably due to an unintended confusion of the two formulae since 

the explanation of the difference between the two phrases is often neglected in L2 classrooms, or 

because in the respondent’s view, the situation required higher degree of formality for the reasons 

mentioned above). It can be assumed that those NSs who did not ask the question in the questionnaire 

would most probably do so in a real life situation (notwithstanding that in three instances an extra 

effort was made to ensure that the teacher recognised the interlocutor in the first place; Would you 

remember me? I was your student, and the like, and so the How are you inquiry could be expected to 

take place after the recognition was secured). The question remains whether also those NNSs who did 

not inquire about the teacher’s well-being would do so in real life. If not, they might be seen as boorish 

and lacking good manners (because not adhering to the most common and expected conversational 

practises). 

The fourth interactional step taken upon running into one’s former teacher was asserting 

common ground (i.e. showing that the two know each other; I haven’t seen you for years!, PP 7) and 



showing delight and/or interest (Are you still teaching?, PP 1). These strategies were utilised equally 

by NSs (eleven) and NNSs (ten). The most noticeable differences between the two groups were 

degrees of formality and intensity of expression. The NNSs recognised the opportunity for making use 

of the phrases they had learnt from their conversation books but failed to recognise their stiff and 

formal tone (for example, I am glad to see you, I’m very pleased to meet you again). They could 

therefore sound quite restrained and detached to NSs while in situations like the one in question there 

is a general tendency in  Anglo-Saxon culture to exaggerate the interest, delight, etc. (PP 2), as 

affirmed by the NS exclamatory phrases such as How lovely/nice to see you, typically occurring in 

situations like the one under observation. Yet again, the difference between the reserve of NNSs and 

the exaggeration of NSs may also have more objective roots than just one’s imperfect socio-pragmatic 

skills: “Strongly positive stereotypical exclamations […] are much more common in English than they 

are in Lithuanian [or] Polish: Polish, like Lithuanian, makes frequent use of negative (critical) 

exclamations but not of positive, enthusiastic ones” (Wierzbicka 2003:45). What is said about Polish 

and Lithuanian holds also for Czech and so it seems that the differences in degree of formality are 

partly due to different cultural conventions (or scripts, in Wierzbicka’s terms), as suggested above.  

Almost all pragmatic failures in NNSs identified in Situation 1 can be traced back to L1; NNSs 

transferred not only the lexical items (greeting formulae), but also the degree of formality they are 

familiar with in similar situations in L1 settings (honorific terms of address, formal polite formulae), 

thus employing negative politeness, as opposed to NSs, who used PP strategies and to whom NNSs 

could thus sound too detached or even impolite due to not showing (in these situations conventionally 

conveyed and thus expected) enthusiasm. 

 

         Situation 2a: “You are in a restaurant and want to pay. You say to the waiter: …” 

This situation is so common, not to say stereotypical, that also the respective linguistic means have 

become conventionalised and are now used as conversational routines, allowing only for rather a 



limited variation. The advantage of a conventionalised expression is that once learned, S has it at 

his/her disposal whenever the circumstances call for it, without having to (significantly) alter it, as the 

situation/conversational event for which it is used always proceeds according to the same (or at least 

very similar) scenario. On the other hand, the correct use of a conventionalised phrase depends 

crucially on S’s knowledge of the circumstances as to when, how, with whom, etc., to use it, which 

requires a good pragmatic and socio-cultural knowledge. Moreover, a good command of  

conversational routines is a part of the “linguistic repertoire of politeness” (cf. Jakubowska 1999: 22). 

 The English phrase used in restaurants when one wants to pay the bill is Can I have the bill, 

please? with a potential variation of the personal pronoun (I/we), and/or the verb (have/get), and/or the 

modal verb (in the NS data can appeared seven times, could nine times, may once). The phrase is an 

instance of NP strategy 7 ‘dissociate H from the particular infringement’ (since the waiter is not 

directly addressed - a more direct and accurate would be Can you bring us the bill, please?), together 

with NP strategy 1, and in instances where the conditional was used  also NP 3 (for the relation 

between the use of the conditional and being politely pessimistic see Brown and Levinson 1987:173). 

Five times the FTA implied in the phrase (despite the imposition being rather symbolic, given the 

customer – staff relationship) was further mitigated by hedging (NP 2); Do you mind….? was used 

once, Excuse me, that besides hedging functions as a polite attention-getter, was used three times, 

…when you are ready? was used once and instead of please - this mitigator was used in all the rest of 

responses. The conventionalised phrase was cut short in two instances (Bill, please). The use of ellipsis 

can be motivated by a number of strategies; beside those mentioned above also by ‘Use in-group 

identity markers’ (PP 4) and particularly ‘Presuppose common ground’ (PP 7; for discussion of ellipsis 

and in-group membership see Brown and Levinson 1987:111).  

 The elliptical expression was the only type of response that appeared both in NS and NNS data 

(with the exception of the particle please). Moreover, in the latter group it occurred only once, 

suggesting the congruity of linguistic means between the two groups in this situation close to none. 



The most often used phrase by NNSs was I would like to pay (ten times), resulting presumably from 

the interference of the mother tongue; in Czech one would most likely say Zaplatím(e), (I/We will pay) 

in the given situation. Since the level of English of all Czech respondents was proficient enough for 

them to be familiar with the polite phrase for asking something I would like to…, it can be assumed 

that the phrase I would like to pay is the result of compounding the two constructions (the Czech 

assertion and the English conditional). As the phrase is not the conventional way of asking for the bill, 

it would hardly be classified as conventional indirectness (NP 1) by NSs but rather as the off-record 

strategy no.1 ‘Give hints – motives for doing A: I would like to pay [so I’m asking you to bring us the 

bill]. The strategy adopted by NNSs is a higher-numbered, more indirect one and thus, theoretically 

speaking, should be perceived as more polite than the prototypical English phrase. However, in her 

research on indirectness House (in Hickey and Stewart 2005:22) found that “non-conventionally 

indirect requests, i.e. hints, although clearly much more indirect, were rated as less polite, presumably 

because of the high processing load imposed on the receptor. These findings can be interpreted as 

indicating that one cannot simply equate indirectness with politeness regardless of the linguo-cultural 

context”. Also, when Ss do not use conventional phrases when these are expected, they sound foreign, 

which may “cause irritation in certain situations and put undue demands on the native interlocutor,” 

observes Par Hultfors (1987:208), referring to NNSs utterances as unexpected and thus more 

complicated for NSs to arrive at the intended meaning. He concludes: “At any rate, such foreign 

impression is not likely to facilitate communication, whether written or spoken.” 

 Similarly indirect but also similarly foreign are expressions such as Can/Could I pay? (used 

five times), I’m going to pay, please, and I will pay, please (both once). I will pay you is comparatively 

less polite, not only because of the absence of please, but also because S associates, quite 

unnecessarily, H with the infringement, a strategy in the opposite direction from NP 7. Can you give 

me the bill, please, (occurring once) violates NP 7 strategy by the same token (and in spite of its 

resemblance to the prototypical English phrase). We want to pay now (once) is still more coercive as 



the S goes on record with his/her want (strategy opposite to PP 1), moreover, s/he emphasises it by the 

impatient now and so intensifies, rather than minimises (NP 4) the imposition. Simply rude is 

addressing the waiter Waiter!, which occurred three times in the data and could be ranked as the 

violation of PP 4, or in Culperer’s terms, utilisation of the impoliteness strategy ‘Use inappropriate 

identity markers’ (1996:357). In English, the common term for addressing strangers (which a waiter in 

a way is) is traditionally Excuse me, as the data confirm (see above). This term of address was used 

just once in the NNS data.  

 Quite a remarkable incongruity was observed in the frequency of the particle please that 

mitigates the seriousness of the FTA: 100% occurrence in the NS versus only 30% in the NNS data. 

The discrepancy can be explained as follows. While NSs prefer NP strategy no.1, NNSs favour more 

indirect off-record strategy no.1; since the FTA is done off-record, no more mitigation is felt as 

necessary (moreover, interference of L1 plays a role again, as in the Czech conventional phrase 

Zaplatím(e) the particle in question is used just rarely), not to say that adding please would 

disambiguate it as an on-record, if still indirect, request, and hence rather than mitigate it, would 

emphasise the imposition. The English phrase, by contrast, utilises more direct and unequivocal 

means, hence sounds more straightforward and mitigation is therefore advisable.  

The reason why the Czech speakers perceived the act as more serious and face-threatening than 

NSs did (as suggested by the utilisation of higher-numbered politeness strategies) is accounted for by 

Neustupný and Nekvapil (in Hickey 2005:249) who see it as a relic of Communist regime which 

“removed a number of occupational and other hierarchies”. The at the time desired egalitarianism was 

further strengthened by “the absence of the forces of a market economy and a chronic lack of labour”, 

both of which “limited the power of superiors” and affected the power relationship between service 

personnel and customers to the effect that the relative social power (P) of the customer decreased, 

while that of the staff increased. Consequently, the overall weightiness  (Wx) of the act increased and 



the act was (and apparently still is) perceived as more threatening to waiter’s face than was  the case in 

liberal economy societies. 

 So here again, on the account of their cultural script  the Czech speakers ascribed the situation, 

or more precisely - their interlocutor, higher P value (relative power) than the English speakers did, 

which entailed a higher-number politeness strategy and the FTA was done off-record. This being an 

unconventional linguistic behaviour, NSs are likely to consider it odd and strange and definitely “non-

English”. The failure to use proper terms of address led in this particular situation to rude behaviour.  

  

  Situation 2b: “The bill is £5 more than what you have in your wallet. You say to your friend: …” 

       apology       reason   request proper        please         promise 

NSs           12          13             17           1             11 
NNSs           5           9             20          12                          4 

 

The most elaborate pattern of request in this situation in both the NNS and NS data was: apology – 

reason – request – please – promise. NNSs used apology five times; twice it was I’m sorry , once the 

S was diminishing himself (I’m so ashamed), twice a curse occurred as a way of apology (Damn, 

Hell!). Interestingly enough, in the NS data a curse occurred twice as well: Shit! and its ‘milder’ 

version Shite. Curses or vulgar words in the position of apology (and thus somehow assuming its 

function) can be classified as a PP strategy, namely no. 4, since these strongly emotionally coloured 

expressions function as in-group markers (for they are used to express ill luck  typically when among 

friends or family members, while one is supposed to avoid them in formal encounters). They could be 

likewise seen as the off-record strategy no.2 aimed at H’s positive face, since they seem to function as 

rather idiosyncratic pre-requests, i.e. utterances that prepare the ground and the addressee for the 

coming request (by cursing, S shows that something unexpected and inconvenient happened, which 

may also affect H). The exclamation Oh no! and the interjection Ah… are used by NSs (four times 

altogether) to the same effect.  



The most often used form of apology by NSs is of the I’m sorry type (six times), three times 

intensified by adverbs so and really, twice used in its shortened form Sorry. This type of on-record 

apology is (contrary to the above discussed off-record type accomplished by cursing or interjections) 

aimed at H’s negative face, NP strategy no. 6; rather than indirectly claiming common ground and 

evoking an atmosphere of closeness, S prefers going on-record with his/her want not to impinge on H. 

However, the ratio between the two strategies is 6:6, that is 1:1, suggesting that they both enjoy the 

same preference, probably depending on the social variable of D, that is how close the friend is that 

S is asking. 

 The reason why NNSs apologised considerably less than NSs (5:12) could be the high 

frequency of occurrence of please (twelve times) that was used only once in NS data. Hence it seems 

that the use of please compensates for the lack of apology in NNS utterances. The author of the present 

study believes that the use of the particle is much more common in Czech than in English as it 

functions to soften imperatives that again are more often used in Czech than in English. The English 

language, on the other hand, prefers indirect means for expressing one’s will and, generally speaking, 

avoids imperatives:  

       [In English] while one is allowed to say, in principle, ‘I want X’, one is not allowed to say freely ‘I want you  
       to do X’ since in this case, the S’s right to self-assertion would come into conflict with the A’s right to  
       personal autonomy. This is why in English the use of the bare imperative is very limited and why directives  
       tend to take an interrogative form or semi-interrogative  (Wierzbicka 2003:77).  
 
English, being already indirect and tentative enough, does not need additional ‘softeners’ such as 

please, as opposed to more direct Czech (compare the examples from the data; Will you lend me some 

money, please? (NNS), which is quite straightforward compared to much more elaborate Would you 

mind if I borrowed £5? (NS)). This conclusion demonstrates nicely Wierzbicka’s (2003:341) 

discussion of particles:    

       There are few aspects of any language which reflect the culture of a given speech community better than its   
       particles. Particles are very often highly idiosyncratic: ‘untranslatable’ in the sense that no exact equivalents  
       can be found in other languages. They are highly ubiquitous, and their frequency in ordinary speech is particularly     
       high. Their meaning is crucial to the interaction mediated by speech., they express the speaker’s attitude towards  
       the addressee or towards the situation spoken about, his assumptions, his intentions, his emotions. If learners of  
       a language failed to master the meaning of its particles, their communicative competence would be drastically    
       impaired.  



 

 The second element in the prototypical response in the 2b situation was ‘reason’, that is to say 

giving reason for doing the FTA (asking for money), which is PP strategy no. 13. NNSs gave reasons 

nine times, NSs thirteen times. In this case, however, it is not so much the frequency of occurrence as 

the means used for explaining oneself that turned out to be crucial; while NSs tried to lessen the 

imposition on H and used a number of mitigators and/or other ‘softening’ strategies, NNSs rather 

intensified the imposition, usually by an improper choice of the quantifier. In phrases such as I don’t 

have any [money] left, I spent all my money, or I have no money, S in a way exaggerates the adversity 

of his/her situation by claiming his/her insolvency absolute and thus puts, as it were, more pressure on 

H to help him/her out. That is a strategy contrary to PP 2 (‘Exaggerate interest, approval, sympathy 

with H’ – not S), as well as to Leech’s maxim of tact (‘Minimise cost to other’) and consequently also 

to NP 4. Last but not least, in Anglo-Saxon culture, the tendency is to downgrade one’s ill-fortune 

(while to exaggerate one’s well-being, at least when answering How are you? question) and according 

to Wierzbicka (2003:133), “Emphatically negative answers […] are possible, but they are felt to 

violate the normal routine, and they tend to be delivered in a jocularly defiant manner, implying: ‘I 

know this is not what I am expected to say’”. Accordingly, NSs mitigated the adversity of their 

situation by using the downgrader a bit (I’m a bit short on cash), the tentativiser not enough, and the 

epistemic verb seem, whose function is to hedge the propositional content of the embedded clause (I 

don’t seem to have enough cash) and so make it even more tentative. Also, giving the exact amount of 

money one is in need of (I’m £5 short) is preferable to saying one has nothing. In giving reasons the 

ratio of the mitigated:intensified imposition in NNSs was 4:4, in the NS data there was no evidence of 

intensification and the imposition implied in the reason given for doing the FTA was mitigated 11 

times out of 13. One of the remaining two cases was an off-record strategy no.1 (the lack of money 

was implied by saying I need to go to the bank) and thus in no need of further mitigation, the second 

case was neutral (I’m short on cash) (but the amount was specified in the following utterance). 



 A great deal of mitigation and hedging was observed also in the NS data on the third 

component of the speech event of asking a friend for money – the request proper. A request is 

intrinsically face-threatening since asking something from someone entails impinging on H’s negative 

face, on his/her right to freedom from imposition (cf. Trosborg 1995:188). Therefore NSs felt the need 

to show respect for H’s negative face and linguistically lessen the imposition, exploiting NP strategies. 

A number  of them was used and even combined: no.3 (Be pessimistic) was accomplished by use of 

conditional (could, would; six times) both in asking questions (strategy no.2) and in an assertion with a 

question tag (I couldn’t borrow it from you, could I). Also other hedges were used (strategy no.2), such 

as Do you mind…?, asking H’s willingness to do A (four times) and the downgrader a little (Do you 

mind lending me a little?). Next, felicity conditions presupposed for the act A were questioned by S 

(six times), for example, Do you have an extra fiver?, “providing H with a line of escape through 

denial that the precondition is met” (Brown and Levinson 1987: 134). Here it should be pointed out 

that the more complex or elaborate strategies are used, the more highly are they rated for politeness 

(Thomas 1995:155) and, presumably, the other way round. Brown and Levinson (1987:142) explain 

why: “…the more effort a speaker expends in face-preserving work, the more he will be seen as trying 

to satisfy H’s face wants. […] So some simple compounding of hedges and indirectness, particles, and 

so on, increases the relative politeness of expressions”. Therefore, rather simple, unmitigated and 

straightforward NNSs requests are likely not to sound very polite, rather the opposite.  

Quite strikingly, informal or even substandard linguistic means were often used to “claim in-

group membership with H”, PP 4, aimed at H’s want to be ratified and liked by others. The most 

prominent demonstration thereof was the use of the word fiver for £5, that occurred ten times, while 

the symbol £5 occurred just eight times. The use of slang as an in-group identity marker makes perfect 

sense here as it is a friend that S is asking for the money. This is a somewhat surprising finding, 

nonetheless, considering that the responses were written, as opposed to really uttered in a spoken 

discourse, and the written form usually prompts one to adopt a more formal style (see Trosborg 



1995:142). It can be thus assumed that the aspect of informality and closeness is quite salient in such 

situations in real life (which probably made the informants to preserve these features even in the 

written form). Other colloquial means used, signalling a friendly and informal atmosphere, were the 

phrasal verb chip in, and the use of simple inversion in Have you a fiver?, which might be part of a 

local dialect (it was filled in by an Irish from a Dublin area). 

When observed as a whole, the most often used form of a request in NSs was Can/could I 

borrow…? (six times). What is important here to note is that rather than asking H if s/he would lend 

S the money, S seems to ask H for a permission to borrow the money, not really saying from whom 

(though this is more than clearly implied). This way a great deal of politeness is achieved; H is not 

imposed on directly (which would be the case if lend was used; Can you lend me some money?, 

whereas in Can I borrow some cash? there is, formally speaking, no reference whatsoever to the 

potential donor), and what is more, H is, as it were, entitled (by S himself) to decide whether S can or 

can not borrow the money. The FTA of request is thus redressed by NP 7 as H is seemingly dissociated  

from the infringement of lending money, together with S being conventionally indirect, NP 1.9 

Avoidance of addressing H directly in the request was the case in nine responses. Could you lend 

me…? or a similar phrase were used three times directly, once the phrase was mitigated by the Do you 

mind…? hedge followed by gerund10 (Do you mind lending me a little?), in which case the imposition 

was further minimised by  a little (NP 4) – addressing  H directly is thus sufficiently redressed.   It 

must be added that three times the request was done off-record; once just the fact that S did not have 

enough money was stated and the rest was left up to H to infer, once S inquired about card payment, in 

the last case S expressed a need to go to a bank and suggested paying for both by his card.  

         There is a striking difference between the NS and the NNS data on the request proper; nineteen 

out of twenty NNS requests were realised by Can you lend me…? phrase, with a potential variation of 

                                                           
9 Compare with the above situation 2a, namely the phrase Can I get the bill, please?, where an overt reference to H is   
   also avoided for the same reason. 
10 “By selecting the continuous aspect […] the requester emphasizes the meaning expressed by the  embedding clause”   
    (Trosborg 1995:214). 



the modal verb (can was used ten times, could eight times, would and will once each). Yet, NSs opted 

for this wording in just three cases. It must be pointed out that the verbs borrow and lend were 

confused by NNSs quite often – most probably due to the interference of their mother tongue; in Czech 

there is only one word for both borrow and lend, the meaning of the two is differentiated only by 

reflexivity of the former: půjčit si vs. půjčit.  Nine, i.e.  half of the instances of confusing the two 

words were identified (and even where the correct word was used, respondents appeared to be 

doubtful, as their crossing out and rewriting the text suggests).11 Only once a different verb was used, 

with a rather unfortunate effect; give is far more coercive than lend/borrow as it does not presuppose 

returning the money, i.e. practically redressing the FTA in future. Consequently, the request sounds 

rather rude and bossy.  

         Disregarding the lexical confusion, what is significant from the politeness point of view is the 

striking preference of NNSs for wording the request according to one invariable pattern, the only 

variation being the choice of the modal verb, and the pattern rather direct and curt. Marton (in Fisiak 

1981:182) explains the phenomenon as follows:  

         … advanced learners are often marked by a certain syntactic rigidity and fixedness in their  performance in    
         the target language. This rigidity can be described in this way that they functionally overload some of their 
         syntactic schemata, constantly choosing certain structures to the exclusion of other syntactic possibilities,  
        very often, but not always, guided in their preferences by the criterion of formal congruence holding between  
        the native language and the target one.”     
 

Further, NNSs  confronted H with the request directly (NP 1 - rather a low number compared to the 

strategies exploited by NSs), there was little or even no effort to do it obliquely, i.e. by hedging, 

questioning or disassociating H from the infringement by the use of  borrow rather than lend. Trosborg 

(1995:235) argues that “Lack of internal modification in the form of mitigating devices would often set 

off the L2s´ requests as being less polite than those put forward by NS-E”. The NS data, on the 

contrary, showed not only considerably more mitigation and hedging, but also more variation and 

‘creativity’ in making the request.   

                                                           
11 For the data analysis, the address of H (typical of lend) vs. self-reference (typical of borrow) were taken as decisive   
   factors when determining whether the puzzling and incorrect sentence was to mean to borrow or to lend. 



The last component that appeared in the data on 2b situation was ‘promise’ (PP 10), which can 

be viewed as yet another mitigation of the request just made. In the NNS data this item appeared  only 

four times, in the NS data eleven times. All NNS promises were of the type I’ll pay you back 

tomorrow. In one of the instances the time adverbial soon was used, superficially resembling the 

phrase as soon as frequently used by NSs (see below). However, the latter means ‘on the very first 

occasion possible’, implying some eagerness and commitment on S’s part to settle the debt, whereas 

soon is quite vague and not really showing enough attention to H’s face. In fact, it runs counter to 

Leech’s tact maxim (‘Minimise cost to other’) and the utterance as a whole could sound somewhat 

impolite to NSs.  

Again, NSs showed more variation in making a promise (probably also due to the fact that the 

speech act was used almost three times more than by NNSs). The most common type was the one used 

also by NNSs, I’ll pay you back tomorrow, with variation of time adverbials (…later/as soon as  I get 

to the cash point, etc). Once a colloquial expression  I’ll hit ya back was used, exploiting PP 4 (see 

discussion above). In one case the promise functioned at the same time as an off-record request 

presupposing H will do A (Shall I put this on my card or can I pay you £5 back [supposing you lend it 

to me]?), off-record strategy 3. In one instance the mitigation was accomplished not by a promise but 

by an offer that actually, as it were, cancelled the act A asked of H, namely lending some money to S, 

and thus decreased the imposition of the FTA (Have you a fiver? I haven’t enough cash, otherwise I 

can put it on the Credit Card [so it’s ok if you don’t have it and can’t lend it to me]). This strategy can 

be interpreted from different angles; if it refers to the whole bill, thus implying that S would pay also 

for H, the strategy would be seen as an offer, PP 10. Yet, if it refers just to S’s expenditure, then it 

would be a case of minimising the imposition (NP 4), or of giving H option not to do the act A by 

hedging (NP 2). 

 In the FTA of asking money from a friend NNSs not only mitigated their request considerably 

less than NSs, but they also showed lack of creativity that would help the requests to sound more 



‘individualised’ and sincere. The most problematic were lexico-grammatical errors that issued in 

intensification, rather than mitigation of the FTA and hence rendered the requests impolite, because the 

expected respect to H’s face was not communicated. 

 

              Situation 3: “Your grandma is complaining about a headache and being tired.  

                                     You say to her: …” 

 

The aim of this task was to elicit some advice strategies as advising is a speech act threatening S’s 

positive face in case the advice is not followed (approved of), as well as H’s negative face, i.e. his 

want to have his actions unimpeded by others. NSs, obviously well aware of the FTA, showed a great 

deal of tentativeness in the given situation and their effort not to appear coercive or bossy led them to 

employ a number of highly indirect strategies. One of the conventionally indirect means for giving 

advice in English is the negative question Why don’t you…?, which, despite being a question asking 

for reasons (and so giving H an out), functions as a tentative suggestion. Yet, as the underlying 

meaning is, in fact, Do X!, the construction is ranked among the so called whimperatives – imperatives 

tentatively expressed by a Wh- question (Wierzbicka 2006:216). In the NS data the construction 

appeared three times, in  NNS once. It must be emphasised, though, that in that case, the choice was 

most likely motivated by different reasons rather than indirection; in Czech, the Why don’t you…? 

question is not taken for a tentative directive/suggestion but rather as a mere curious question or as a 

form of criticism, asking the addressee why s/he has not done what is obvious s/he should do; So why 

don’t you see your doctor [if you are feeling unwell, that’s what you should do in that case]? (cf. 

Wierzbicka 2003:32 and Dušková 1999:124). The reason why one should be cautious to equal the 

illocutionary forces attributed to this particular construction by NSs and NNSs is that while in English 

it is a conventional and thus easily comprehensible means for expressing tentative directives (advice, 

suggestions), in Czech, as in Polish “the interrogative form is not culturally valued as a means of 

performing directives” (Wierzbicka 2003:33) and so it is used with different intentions in mind (for 

example to criticise). The tendency in English to blur the boundaries between the individual speech 



acts (for example, when advice is formulated as a suggestion) entails that the literal meaning of the 

utterance cannot be taken at face value (Urbanová 2008:48), which is something that should be pointed 

out for NNSs, otherwise they will ascribe the speech acts false illocutionary forces and the related 

politeness values, which seems to be the case even in fairly advanced learners (Trosborg 1995:55). 

 A means for expressing advice utilised by both groups was the modal verb should. NSs, 

however, mitigated its illocutionary force in four out of five instances by hedges such as maybe, 

perhaps, if…, (NP 2), while NNSs just once in eight. The unmitigated should is quite face threatening 

as it clearly implies that H has not done what s/he ought to, without offering him or her a ‘way of 

escape’, an ‘out’ (the degree of politeness depends on the level of optionality;  the more options, ‘outs’ 

S gives to H not to comply with the act A, the more polite the strategy is (see Leech 1983:108 and Le 

Pair in Hickey 2005:70). Extremely face threatening and therefore carefully avoided in English 

conversation are bare imperatives (see the above quote from Wierzbicka 2003:63). This explains the 

fact why no imperative was used by NSs. By contrast, it seemed to be a favourite means of NNSs who 

used it (with no mitigation whatsoever) ten times. The point to be borne in mind here is that in Czech, 

as in Polish and presumably other Slavonic languages, advice is typically offered in the form of an 

imperative (Wierzbicka 2003:31). In fact, as Wierzbicka points out, “the bare imperative is used much 

more freely, and the use of interrogative structures in directives is much more limited” (2003:77), a 

difference that can trigger many serious cross-cultural misunderstandings and conflicts.  

 Further evidence of the English speakers’ preference for indirectness in giving advice is the 

high number of constructions that look like offers at the first sight; Would you like me to make you a 

tea?, I’ll get you some paracetanol,, and others. They either ask H about his wants (PP 1 + NP 2, six 

instances), or they state the offer as a fact (NP 4, one instance), but all of them could be paraphrased 

with should, because what S does is that s/he suggests what s/he thinks will do good to H (=You should 

drink some tea. You should take some paracetanol. It will help, it will do you good.). NNSs used offers 

five times, but only twice with the illocutionary force of advice. The other instances were genuine 



offers, either following an on-record piece of advice and so stressing its illocutionary force (You 

should go to the doctor’s. I can give you a lift.), or twice after understating the problem (It isn’t so bad, 

grandmother. I will buy you some medicine and bring you it tomorrow.), which is a serious FTA 

violating PP 2 as well as Leech’s maxim of sympathy (‘Maximise sympathy between self and other’), 

while in accord with Culperer’s positive impoliteness strategy ‘Be unsympathetic’.  

 Other elaborate strategies with a high degree of indirectness used by NSs did not occur in the 

NNS data at all. These include advising via suggestion (Do you want an aspirin?, Would you like a 

tablet?, that could be paraphrased as whimperatives How about an aspirin? Why don’t you take a 

tablet?, which indicates their advisory illocution, as opposed to a mere information-seeking question, 

but because they do not contain an explicit reference to S, they are not classified as offers but as 

suggestions). They occurred four times. Advice via showing interest and inquiring about the situation 

is a second case in point and even more indirect and tentative than the previous strategy, although they 

are both very much the same. What distinguishes advice via suggestion from advice via showing 

interest is that in the latter case S checks first whether the addressee has not already done what S is 

going to suggest/advise (Have you taken anything for it?, Are you drinking enough water?, etc.), thus 

protecting not only his or her own face (in case s/he suggested something already done by H) but also 

H’s face (by giving him an easy option for cancelling the coming advice, for example by Of course I 

have [taken an aspirin]).  

 The last point to be mentioned is that before giving advice, NSs expressed sympathy with H 

seven times (Oh dear; I’m so sorry), while NNSs only twice: Oh, grandma and I know, grandma, I feel 

sorry about you. 

 From what has been said the conclusion can be drawn that the English speakers employ a great 

deal of indirectness in their effort to be as tentative as possible when giving advice so as not to threaten 

the addressee’s face. As a result, they use comparatively elaborate and intricate strategies that can be 

quite difficult for NNSs to interpret correctly as in their L1 there is no such urge  for indirectness and 



so they use different, noticeably more  direct strategies (because giving advice under these 

circumstances is considered to be of much less imposition than in the Anglo-Saxon cultures and the W 

value, that is the weightiness of the FTA, is thus much lower). Therefore, NNSs need to learn the 

English means for conveying advice (suggestion, offer, etc) not only in order not to seem impolite to 

their English counterparts (as the form of imperative, so often used by NNSs, is close to unacceptable 

in English from the politeness point of view), but also to be able to arrive at the illocutionary force of 

the more elaborate strategies used frequently in native English. Wierzbicka (2003:62) suggests that 

students of English “must be taught the potential ambiguity of Would you sentences, or Why don’t you 

sentences, just as they must be taught the polysemy of the word bank”. 

 

           Situation 4a: “In a bus, you accidentally step on someone’s foot. You say: …” 

In this situation, a remarkable agreement in the results of the two groups was observed. Sorry occurred 

in all NS and in eighteen NNS responses, where the remaining two cases were Excuse me. Although 

the latter is used primarily as an attention-getter and a phrase for addressing strangers, it is also a 

“polite way of saying one is sorry” (Longman Dictionary 2000). Besides, Tarnyiková and Válková (in 

Klégr and Čermák 2000:113) claim that “the sorry-type tends to be a signal of private apologies, the 

excuse-me-type of institutionalised ones”. Both citations suggest that the Excuse me-type of apology is 

more formal and therefore more negatively polite. Nevertheless, the total absence thereof in the NS 

data indicates that it may be felt as too formal and standoffish for the given situation.  

 Next, the results correspond in the number of intensification means; NSs used them in thirteen 

and NNSs in twelve instances. The intensification means employed were: I am (sorry) (as opposed to 

just Sorry), used six times by NSs (four times further intensified by so or the like), and always in the 

case of intensification by NNSs (that is twelve times). Further intensification via so (once really) of 

NS I am sorry occurred four times. In spite of the correspondence in numbers, the results differ in their 

quality. A noticeably frequent means of intensification in NSs (eleven times), that had only one 



counterpart in the other set of data, was interjections oh and oops. As already noticed in the previously 

discussed data, interjections are favourite and frequent means of expressing emotions in English 

conversation and they also contribute to its politeness system because they function (together with a 

specific intonation and stress - the features of English that are beyond the scope of the present study) 

as emphasizers or even upgraders of the politeness element of the given utterance. In the first situation 

the interjections (Oh hello!) demonstrated a delighted surprise (aimed at the positive face of the 

addressee), in 2a situation it showed a negative surprise (Oh no!), ostentatiously indicating the 

unintendedness of the present situation that leads S to do the FTA (S is, in fact, protecting his own face 

as well as H’s negative face), in situation 3 interjections functioned as expressions of sympathy (or 

emphasizers thereof), in compliance with PP 2 and Leech’s maxim of sympathy. The absence of 

interjections in their contributions does not make NNS utterances impolite, but they in any case miss 

out on a useful means to express and/or increase politeness and in certain interjection-inviting 

situations their absence might sound needlessly foreign, insensitive and insincere.              

 In the preceding situations, NNSs failed to mitigate the FTAs enough, in this situation they 

failed to intensify the FFA of apology (face flattering or enhancing act - the act aimed at attending to, 

rather than threatening, H’s face, see Kerbrat-Orecchioni in Hickey 2005: 34), thus seemingly putting 

less effort into redressing H’s face, which may be evaluated negatively by NSs. 

 

               Situation 4b: “The person, whose foot you have stepped on, responds: …” 

While in agreement when making apologies, responses of NSs and NNSs to someone else’s apology 

differed. NSs used the It’s OK type of response eleven times, twice intensified by Don’t worry. The 

second most common reaction was No problem (six times, once supplemented with You didn’t hurt 

me), then came the No worries phrase (twice) and once the respondent answered “probably nothing 

more than an annoyed glance”. NNSs used the phrases found in the NS data just nine times (It’s OK 

type of response). Two other instances, although not found in NS data, would be acceptable, namely 



Yes, I am as an answer to Are you all right? (where the NS answered You didn’t hurt me), and It’s all 

right which corresponds to It’s OK/fine used by NSs. The other responses made by NNSs lack not only 

pragmatic appropriateness but sometimes also grammatical correctness. For example, It doesn’t matter 

occurred three times (twice without the subject it –  an instance of ellipsis), probably as a result of L1 

transfer of the phrase To nevadí; Don’t mind, Never mind and Nothing matter responses (each occurred 

once) were probably used for the same reason and so were the other two: Happens and Nothing 

happened. What the respondents had in mind here were most probably the Czech phrases To se stane 

and Nic se nestalo.  

While only one NS opted for not accepting the apology (and thus threatening S’s positive face), 

showing non-verbally her annoyance, four NNSs expressed their irritation aloud: Ouch, it hurts!, Look 

out!, Be more careful next time, in one case before accepting apology S emphasised H’s guilt (Of 

course, it was your fault, but that’s no problem), and so acted in accordance with Culperer’s negative 

impoliteness strategy ‘Explicitly associate the other with a negative aspect’. In the English-speaking 

world this kind of open, directly critical behaviour seems to be particularly aggravating and 

Wierzbicka (2003:118 and 120) notes that, “As far as the relation between ‘I’ and ‘you’ is concerned 

the emphasis seems to have shifted from ‘sincerity’ to the avoidance of clashes, to smooth, well-

greased, harmonious social interaction”, and later she observes that “The desire to have friendly 

relations with other people may lead one to say things which do not correspond to what one really feels 

and thinks.” However, it is questionable whether the respondents would really react in this way in real 

life. We are inclined to assume that their rather rude reactions were a mere result of being at a loss 

about how to respond due to their unfamiliarity with the adequate pragmatic means (for which reason 

they might choose not to response at all in a real life situation, or to react non-verbally, for example by 

an understanding smile). 

 

 



  Situation 5a: “You and your parents are visiting your parents’ acquaintances. The hostess    

                           offers you another piece of cake saying: …” 

 

The two most frequent strategies used by NSs when offering a piece of cake were Would you like…? 

constructions (Would you like another piece of cake?) and imperatives (Here, have another slice of 

cake), used thirteen and seven times respectively. The first type of offer is a combination of strategies 

PP 1, NP 2 and 3, that both attends to H’s positive face and makes the offer tentative enough for H to 

decline it without feeling uncomfortable about threatening the hostess’s positive face in return (by not 

wanting her X). The imperatives, on the contrary, give no option for H to say ‘no’, which under 

different circumstances would be seen as highly face threatening and infringing (that is also the reason 

why imperatives are usually carefully avoided in English and their illocutionary force is expressed by 

other, indirect means, see above). However, in a situation where the act A is in H’s interest or for H’s 

benefit (like the situation at issue), S has no reason to be indirect, on the contrary, by going on record, 

S makes it easier for H to accept the offer; it is as if H were cajoled into it since S ‘orders’ him or her 

to do so. To accentuate the offer still further (and to be even more polite), the imperative can be 

reinforced by emphatic do (Do have another piece of cake), or softened by the particle please (Please, 

have as much as you want; here the degree of politeness is further intensified by the adverb of measure 

complying with the maxim of generosity), both used once in the data. 

 Another strategy employed by NSs (twice) was conveying the offer as a statement (Here’s a 

slice for you, Sure you’ll have one), which is less authoritative than the imperative but still fairly 

emphatic and direct and used for the same purpose – to give H as little option to decline the offer as 

possible (for H’s own benefit). Also, the efforts were made by Ss to persuade H about the minimal size 

of imposition s/he will be responsible for if s/he decides to accept the offer (for example, There’s loads 

of it) – these appeared three times.  

 NNSs also used Would you like…? type of offer, although less often – eight times. The trouble 

with some responses of this type was the pragmatically inappropriate choice of pronouns. Where NSs 

used another (piece of cake) meaning ‘more cake’, one NNSs used other which means in this case ‘not 



this piece, a different one’. Another NNS used one more, which means exactly just one more piece but 

no more, which could sound a bit odd and mean (compare this with as much as you want in the first set 

of data), the same applies to one piece (used once). NNSs are prone to this kind of error not so much 

due to poor pragmatic knowledge (for in Czech the same pronoun, i.e. další, or ještě, is used as in 

English), but due to insufficient knowledge of English grammar. What, by contrast, is the result of 

lacking pragmatic competence is a strategy employed by NNSs (three times) that could be classified as 

opposite to the NS strategy of imposition minimisation, namely self-praise: Isn’t the cake great?, They 

are so delicious!, I’ve baked it on my own, which runs counter to the maxim of modesty. Direct self-

praise is perceived negatively by English speakers, who try to diminish (if not completely avoid) it by 

various hedges that decrease the illocutionary force of the act. “The person who says: She’s rather 

pretty. We’re rather proud of it. Actually, I’m rather good at it. is trying hard not to say ‘very pretty’, 

‘very proud’, ‘very good’ […] In this sense, the English strategy in question can indeed be interpreted 

as an understatement,” Wierzbicka (2003: 278, 280) observes and later comes to the conclusion that 

“when compared with English, they [Slavonic languages] must be characterised as favouring 

‘overstatement’ rather than ‘understatement’ (at least in the expression of opinions)”. So again, 

pragmatic failure is an outcome of different communicative strategies (which again are results of 

different cultural scripts, as Wierzbicka argues). 

 In the NNS data the offer in the form of a statement appeared three times. Once Will you have a 

piece of cake? occurred that could be felt as not insisting enough as it sounds more like a genuine 

question rather than an offer. S is not encouraging H (at least not verbally) to take the cake, the 

decision is completely up to H and so s/he could feel as if taking another piece would be imposing 

his/her wants on the hostess. The imperatives (seven times), on the other hand, were quite forceful and 

never mitigated (compare NS polite imperatives). In Czech, mitigation of the polite imperative would 

be perceived as hostess’ reluctance to offer more. In East-European countries, the cultural code for 

hospitality seems to differ from the Anglo-Saxon one: “…the host does not try to establish the guest’s 



wishes as far as eating and drinking is concerned but tries to get the guest to eat and drink as much as 

possible (and more)” (Wierzbicka 2003:28)12. Therefore, NNSs should be careful not to force an 

English speaker too much against his/her will as s/he would see it as intolerable compelling; in English 

when one rejects the offer (i.e., a cake) the host does not continue persuading him/her, but would most 

likely just check once again with H (Are you sure?) and leave the subject.   

 In this type of situations, NNSs must be hence careful so as not to behave too forcefully 

according to Anglo standards, since in that culture negative face and the right for freedom from 

imposition prevail upon  positive face wants, that is being a liked member of a group with his/her 

needs attended to by others. Another source of impoliteness may be grammar since when misused, it 

can convey S as rather mean. 

 

                        Situation 5b: “Your response in case you take the cake: …” 

In  the NS data the response varied according to the formulation of the preceding offer. Where the 

offer was conveyed as the Would you like…? question (thirteen instances), the positive response was 

liable to begin with Yes, please (nine instances). In the remaining four cases thanks were expressed 

instead. The word instead describes the results precisely because please and thanks never occurred 

together, except for one instance which said: “Yes, please… [after] Thank you”, suggesting that in real 

life situations the two can very well appear together in the response, but in two clearly separate steps 

(speech acts) – yes, please as an acceptance following the verbal offer, and only then (probably after 

having the cake on the plate) thanks are expressed. In all the cases that appeared in the NS data where 

the first step of acceptance was omitted (eleven), it was, in fact, as if included in the act of thanking 

(which, again, did not appear in responses where the acceptance was articulated). While the Would you 

like…? offers were usually answered by yes, please, offers conveyed as assertions or imperatives 

                                                           
12 Similarly, in the Czech Republic, as in Poland “ one usually tries to prevent guests from leaving, since a display of 
warmth towards the addressee is seen as more important than a display of respect for their autonomy” (Wierzbicka in 
Trosborg 1995:45). 
 



elicited thank you responses that were six times out of eleven intensified by oh (an interjection which 

emphasised also two out of the nine yes, please responses). Compliments (This cake is delicious!) 

appeared eight times, twice Ss showed polite reluctance to accept the cake before they really did (I 

shouldn’t but I will). 

 In the NNS data not only no instance of polite reluctance appeared but also no yes, please 

response did, in spite of the fact that it seems to be the typical response to Would you like…? offers 

that were by far the most frequent option here (see preceding situation). The absence of yes, please 

may be the result of the fact that its Czech equivalent ano, prosím is not typically used as a response in 

such a situation. Next, in half of the responses (that is ten) NNSs overtly accepted the offer, but by 

pragmatically inappropriate means. Twice they said just yes (followed once by thanks and once by a 

compliment, but never by the conventionalised ‘please’), five times they reacted as if answering a 

genuine question (Yes, I would/like). Once the answer was of course, which is rude given the 

circumstances, as it is not only too eager an acceptance of the offer but it conveys some accusation and 

impatience on S’s part. According to Longman Dictionary of English Language and Culture (1998), 

‘of course’ is polite in reply to requests, showing willingness to help, but not polite in reply to some 

other types of questions (like the one at issue, the offer) as here “it would suggest that ‘this fact is so 

obvious that you ought to know it’”. Therefore, such a reaction may offend the hostess owing to the 

implied accusation and the overall effect, subsumed under Culperer’s positive impoliteness strategy 

‘Make the other feel uncomfortable’. Similarly problematic is the OK response that appeared once as 

well, for it sounds like a reluctant agreement to be given the cake rather than a polite acceptance, 

despite the following Thank you very much. As Brown and Levinson (1987:93) point out, the ordering 

and organisation of an utterance has some effect on its politeness, too (but they leave the matter 

without further comments, suggesting only that it might have to do with topicalisation and focus). 

Trosborg (1995) goes even  further when she subsumes the knowledge of discourse organisation and 

sequencing under discourse competence, which is part of communicative competence, and she 



observes the effects it has on politeness. From this point of view, the NNS responses in the present 

study were infelicitous because the (already pragmatically inappropriate) acceptance came first and 

expression of thanks only afterwards, while in the NS data it was the other way round (but for one 

exception, which was an answer to an imperative and thus possibly interpretable as an ‘obedient’, 

‘compliant’ reply). Compliments were used four times and were of the same type that appeared in the 

NS data (It’s really delicious, It’s really tasty), except for It’s great, which is probably too vague here 

(but serves its purpose nevertheless). 

 All in all, NNSs showed a serious lack of pragmatic knowledge as to how to accept an offer, 

which in English is realised via conventionalised routine responses that NNSs did not yet acquire. 

Improper organisation of the utterances is evidence of deficient discourse competence in NNSs, but 

more importantly, has negative effects on politeness. NNSs also failed to attend to the same extent as 

NSs did to the hostess’s positive face through compliments and intensified appreciation (via 

interjection). 

 

                Situation 5c: “Your response in case you don’t want any more cake: …” 

   denial   thanks   reason compliment 

NSs     19      19      19          4 
NNSs     11      12        9             9 

 

Surprisingly, in this situation NNS reactions were more tentative and tactful than NSs, presumably 

owing to the above mentioned difference in  the social conventions of hospitality. While an English 

speaking host(ess) will respect his/her guest’s will, Czech host(ess) will “prevail upon the guest […] 

regardless of the guest’s desires, and certainly regardless of the guest’s expressed desires, which would 

be simply dismissed” (Wierzbicka 2003:28). This leads Czech speakers to exert more effort to decline 

the offer and at the same time to appeal to H’s positive face, mainly via compliment. 

 The prevailing NS realisation pattern of denial in this situation was denial – thanks – reason, 

which was four times extended by a compliment (It’s really good, etc). Denial was clearly expressed in 



all but one instance, suggesting that NSs did not hesitate to go on record with their want, nonetheless, 

the denial was mitigated enough by the following acts of expressing thanks (PP 1) and giving reasons 

(PP 4). Four times, the denial itself was ‘softened’ to Oh, not quite yet; No, I’m fine and the like (oh 

was used twice). To mitigate the unambiguous denial, thanks were expressed in all instances (that is 

nineteen times; once the denial was not conveyed directly and thus did not need any further mitigation) 

and so were the reasons (I’m full; I’ve had enough; I’m on diet, etc). The reasons were further 

accentuated by upgraders so, quite, really (I’m quite stuffed, four times), the conditional which 

emphasises the impossibility of the proposition (I couldn’t eat any more, twice) and the particle up that 

signifies the completeness of the proposition (I’m full up, twice). All in all, NSs showed a great deal of 

directness in this speech act and simply giving the reasons (which, nonetheless, were carefully 

formulated and well-supported) for declining the offer seemed to be a good enough strategy to secure 

the expected level of politeness and a smooth flow of interaction. 

 The NNS data implied a somewhat different situation. Since a great deal of  insistence and 

eagerness could have been expected from the hostess (inferring from the experience from NNS 

culture), NNSs employed elaborate strategies not to offend her, in other words, not to threaten her 

positive face. Most remarkably, they chose not to decline the cake directly in eight instances (NSs just 

in one), which means that no explicit ´no´ appeared in the denial position (It was delicious but I’m not 

hungry anymore). Once S even decided not to do the FTA at all and rather accepted the cake with “But 

it is my last piece” and a compliment. Moreover, NNSs felt twice the need to apologise for not 

accepting the cake and said sorry and gave reasons for the denial, which never happened in NS data. 

On the whole, reasons were given nine times (or, in fact, eleven times as  two Ss gave two reasons). 

Further, the threat to the hostess’s face was mitigated by compliments that appeared nine times, that is 

more than twice as much as in NS data, which implies an increased need in NNSs to appeal to H and to 

make up for the FTA (but compare with the previous situation of acceptance where NNSs  provided 



only half the compliments than NSs did, suggesting that acceptance is seen by NNSs as far less 

threatening to H’s face than denial, while it is the other way round in NSs). 

Contrary to the previous situation of accepting the cake, NNSs showed more caution as to the 

sequencing of the individual interactional steps. Consequently, a higher degree of politeness was 

achieved when in three instances (out of twelve where the on-record denial appeared) NNSs began 

their denial by a compliment and in one case by giving a reason (in the other cases the order was usual: 

denial – thanks – reason, plus possibly a compliment).13 Thanks were expressed twelve times, which is 

in accordance with the number of directly conveyed denials.  

What, on the other hand, posed serious problems for NNSs was again the form of the answer to 

the Would you like…? question. The most common negative answer to such an offer is No, 

thanks/thank you. Out of twelve on-record denials only half followed this pattern, others were too 

literal, making the negation too pronounced and hence opposite to NP 4: No, I wouldn’t; No, I don’t 

want, etc. 

           To sum up, the observed discrepancy at the level of tentativeness and directness may, again, be 

explicable on the basis of different cultural values. The typical Anglo value of tolerance and respect 

for individual’s autonomy means that in English it is considered polite enough just to give reasons for 

declining the offer. By contrast, in Eastern European countries the cordiality connected with the role of 

a host(ess) entails that in these cultures “‘compelling’ may be seen as a sign of love, and pointed 

‘noncompelling’ [found in Anglos-Saxon countries] as a sign of indifference” (Wierzbicka 2006:56). 

Therefore, the host(ess) acts in a more ‘forceful’ way towards his/her guest when offering food and 

drink and the guest is expected to show more gratitude for such warm hospitality. In case that the 

tokens of that hospitality are declined, the guest must put more effort into explaining oneself, which is 

demonstrated by comparatively more tentativeness and ‘reluctance’ to decline the offer. 

                                                           
13 This evidence contradicts the statement previously made that NNSs lack discourse competence; rather than lacking the 
knowledge about how to strategically organise one’s utterance, NNSs simply did not consider the face threat of the 
previous act (acceptance), as opposed to the act in question (denial), severe enough to employ this strategy. The lower 
politeness value relative to the NS data was thus given by different assessment of the imposition of the act in NNS culture. 



 

           Situation 6: “An old lady is having difficulties climbing the steps to get onto a bus.  

                                  You help her, saying: …” 

 
In this situation quite a high degree of variation was observed in the NS data. The constructions they 

used can be, for clarity’s sake, divided into three groups: questions (fifteen occurrences), Let me 

directives (three), and statements (two). For comparison, in the NNS data the occurrence was: nine 

questions, three Let me directives and eight assertions (three additional imperatives and one more 

assertion supplemented the offer proper). Already these numbers suggest that the strategies for doing 

the FTA of an offer will differ to some extent considering the degree of tentativeness and directness. 

The phrase most often used by NSs was Can I give you a hand?, which can be considered extra  

polite for at least two reasons. First, it is a question, which, contrary to a statement, implies some 

considerate hesitation about H’s will (NP 2). Second, the offer is formulated from S’s perspective, as if 

S was asking ‘permission’ from H to help him/her - S is risking his own positive face (in the case that 

his/her offer is turned down) while making the offer easily acceptable as well as deniable to H 

(compare prevailing strategy of NNS: I will help you). Similar from this point of view are 

constructions May I help you? and Can I help you there?, both used once, which sound slightly more 

formal and deferential (since the phrase give a hand is informal and so aimed at H’s positive face).   

  The occurrence of the adverb there in this context (it appeared three times in the data) is quite 

interesting and its function rather ambiguous as it can be used either as a means for addressing a 

stranger, or as an adverb meaning ‘in that matter’, or as an interjection to express sympathy and 

encouragement (cf. Longman Dictionary of English Language and Culture). In any case, it serves an 

important interactional, phatic function for it shows interest in the other (PP 1). The adverb here, that 

was used once, serves the same purposes.  

 Similar in frequency (five times) was the construction Would you …? (Would you like a 

hand/some help?). Here, besides asking a question about H’s will, S shows polite pessimism (NP 3) 

indicated by the conditional which demonstrates distancing from the present reality with the result of 



conveying more tentativeness (in comparison with the indicative mood which states things as given). 

H’s will or needs were attended to in two more questions (PP 1, NP 2): Do you want me to give you a 

hand? and Do you need a hand? 

 Also the strategy realised via the let me directive (Here, let me help you) can be interpreted as 

soliciting permission from H as the meaning of the phrase is ‘allow me’ – the offer is still seeking to 

comply with H’s will but is noticeably more confident and resolute than the previous wordings. This 

applies even more so to the offers conveyed as statements – they state the act of helping as a fact, 

regardless of H’s will. Formally speaking, they are extremely coercive but again, as was already 

mentioned in the discussion of situation 5a, when the act A is for H’s benefit, then the directness and 

authoritativeness connected with it are considered favourable. However, this applies only to one NS 

instance (I’ll give you a hand there), the other statement (There you are) is merely a phrase 

accompanying the act of helping. Let it be added that three times the ‘old lady’ was addressed and 

twice ‘extra’ care was expressed (Those steps can be tricky, Mind your step), communicative acts that 

were not observed in the other set of data. 

 Contrary to the NS results, the most frequent answer in the NNS data was the I will help you 

assertion, which was used seven times. Compared with Can I give you a hand? which was used with 

the same frequency by NSs, it sounds too bold and assured as it is too curt, with no hedging or other 

mitigation (which would be at least to some extent achieved by the use of one of the above discussed 

adverbs, but their use in this context is idiomatic, requiring advanced knowledge of spoken English 

and thus not easily available to NNSs). As Válková (2004:53) points out, “Czechs […] with a very low 

frequency of occurrence of hedging signals, may sound very straightforward and consequently 

impolite to English ear, as confirmed by the first impressions of my English colleagues”. To get back 

to the Czech I will help you, it pays no attention to H’s will. In spite of the fact that the act of helping, 

in its essence, attends to H’s needs, it does not redress the boldness of the given phrasing that is highly 



threatening to H’s negative face (particularly in Anglo-Saxon culture with autonomy and tact as its 

characteristic values). 

 Even more dubitable was the use of imperatives that appeared three times in the data. Once 

S supplemented his offer by Give me your bag, which sounds far too peremptory and by not giving any 

‘out’ to H, not showing any interest in his/her will, it violates both the positive and negative politeness 

principle. Its threatening potential is still more increased by the fact that it concerns an encounter 

between two strangers, the variable D (social distance) is of high value and therefore deferential 

language is expected. Similarly the imperative, Give me a hand, is quite unfortunate here as it is a 

colloquial way of asking for help, rather than offering it. What the S had in mind was most likely Give 

me your hand, so again, the pragmatically inappropriate utterance is the result of bad wording. Another 

imperative was Wait a minute, used as a way of addressing H. This again is not a polite way of 

addressing a stranger. According to the NS data, it requires phrases such as Excuse me, Hello or 

Here/There. What is more, Wait a minute suggests that S wants something from H, rather than that 

s/he wants to help H. The use of the phrase can be thus classified as using inappropriate identity 

markers and increasing the imposition (by evoking false expectations concerning S’s intentions), both 

in line with Culperer’s impoliteness strategies. The use of all the strategies and phrases just discussed 

that would sound rather coercive to NSs, can be traced to L1 (Počkejte, pomůžu vám. Ukažte tu tašku.). 

In the Czech context, more directness together with the use of imperatives is quite common in 

situations when help is offered as the value R (imposition of the act) is not as high here as in the NS 

culture, moreover, the directness is redressed to some extent by the use of V-forms that secure a 

certain level of deference (NP 5). 

By contrast, Could I help you with your bag? (used once) is somewhat too detached owing to 

the conditional, which is usually used to express polite pessimism. That, however, is not quite apropos 

here as it downplays S’ willingness to help, while s/he should rather intensify it in accordance with PP 

2. Do you want to help with the bag? is another example of unintended inappropriateness (and possibly 



impoliteness) due to misapplied rules of grammar; the omission of the direct object me and indirect 

you results in a shift of the meaning and so rather than offering help, the S is asking for it.  Not only 

the form but also the choice of the verb affects the level of politeness. Thus, the use of the verb take 

(I’ll take it), where NSs used help, can sound slightly odd and inappropriate here because it does not 

go on record with helping (an act beneficial to H) but taking (an act possibly threatening to H).   

 As suggested, the deviations between the two groups in preference for strategies realizing the 

act of offering help can be accounted for by a different rank of imposition the act is attributed in these 

two cultures. Since the value is lower in Czech culture, more direct strategies are employed and the 

Czech speakers transfer them into the target language (English), with the possible effect of sounding 

too coercive and confident to NSs 

           

        Situation 7: “Your classmate is thanking you for lending him/her your lecture notes,      

                               saying: …” 

 

The most remarkable difference between the strategies used by the two groups in this situation was a  

frequent occurrence of expressions of appreciation and gratitude (and its exaggeration) in the NS data 

and a complete lack thereof in the other set. In all answers both NSs and NNSs expressed their thanks 

directly, in other words, they went on record with their indebtedness towards H (NP 10). Moreover, in 

the NS answers the act of thanking was six times intensified by adverbials of measure very/so much, a 

lot, a million and six times Ss stated directly the act for which they were thanking (Thanks so much for 

lending me your notes) as opposed to a mere reference to the object it concerned (Thanks for the notes) 

or not even that (Thanks). This strategy can be classified as a positive politeness counterpart to 

negative politeness strategy no.4 ‘Minimise the imposition’ as it actually goes on record with the 

imposition S incurred to H by the act of borrowing something from him. By mentioning the 

imposition, in other words by being specific, S goes on record with H’s generosity (compare Thanks 

versus Thanks for the car versus Thanks for lending me your new BMW for the whole week). H’s 

benevolence was still more accentuated when the act of letting was openly expressed (Thanks so much 



for letting me borrow your notes, twice). NSs further increased the force of thanking and their 

indebtedness by another speech act - appreciation of the notes and/or H’s benevolence (I really 

appreciate the loan of the notes) (ten times). The illocutionary force of these utterances was again 

intensified by upgraders such as really, a lot, great (They were really helpful; Those notes were a great 

help) or the overstatement was accomplished lexically (You saved my life there; I’d have been lost 

without you). Showing appreciation is an exemplary case of the strategy ‘Convey  that H’s X is 

admirable’ aimed at H’s positive face (PP 1, where intensified - PP 2). In one case S was assuring 

herself that she did not cause trouble to H (I hope you didn’t need them?, PP 1), another S promised to 

do something for H in return (I’ll do the same for you sometime, PP 10 and 14). All these strategies 

employed, as it were, beyond the act of thanking (as that is accomplished already by the phrase 

Thanks), make the speech act as a whole sound more sincere and demonstrate S’s consideration for 

H’s face and his/her effort to make H feel good. 

 This linguistic behaviour was not found in the NNS data. Rather than exaggerated gratitude and  

interest in H’s positive face, NNSs showed formal, detached politeness. Twice they just expressed 

thanks without stating for what or showing any appreciation. This never happened in the NS data, 

where the bare thanks was always followed by the act of appreciation (five times). This act did not 

appear in the NNS data but once. Like the other group, NNSs went on record with their indebtedness 

(expressing thanks) but in doing the act they showed very little variability. Ten times they used a 

phrase with the verb lend followed by the gerund Thanks for lending me your notes (once used 

incorrectly with the infinitive), five times they incorrectly used the verb borrow instead, Thanks a lot 

for borrowing me the exercise book (for the same error see situation 2b). The gerund phrase is quite 

formal, impersonal and hence unsuitable here, where the redressing is achieved, as the NS data 

suggest, through positive, rather than negative politeness. The gerund in the NS data (though much less 

frequent – four times, as opposed to eleven times, in fact, thirteen times if the incorrect use of the 

infinitive is taken into consideration, in the other group) occurs in a slightly different context; the 



stiffness of the phrase is decreased by the use of upgraders and the following appreciation utterances, 

both of which are missing in the NNS data. The few instances of upgraders that do appear include only 

very much and a lot (used five times altogether), to put it in other words, NNSs again did not support 

the FFA of thanking enough (compare with the FFA of apology in the situation 4a). Next,  the 

invariability with which the same construction is used throughout the NNS data attests to the rigidity 

of the L2 performance – once a phrase is learnt, the learner makes little effort to adjust it to a specific 

situational context but uses it without modification, with the possible consequence of ‘speaking like a 

book’ and giving an uninvolved, insincere impression. In support of this view, Trosborg  (1995:426) 

says: “…learners, on the whole, sound less original; they seem to be unable to express deeper emotions 

or to elaborate their communicative acts to any significant degree. This difference can be ascribed to a 

more extensive use of formulae in learners, to the exclusion of more original individualised 

expressions”. 

 

   Situation 8: “Someone you met yesterday in a club is calling and inviting you for a   

                         coffee. But you don’t want to go, so you say: … ” 

      apology     thanks            refusal       reason   redress 

NSs         12        6          6         16          6 
NNSs         17       3           7         18        4                  

 

The speech act of refusing is highly threatening to H’s positive face as it shows that S does not agree 

with H’s suggestion, or in Brown and Levinson’s terms, S does not think that H (or something about 

H) is admirable. Refusing is also threatening to S’s negative face as s/he does not want to be infringed 

upon but at the same time does not want to hurt H’s feelings, i.e. to damage his face. To act politely 

and save one’s own as well as the other’s face in such a delicate situation requires highly elaborate 

strategies – a lot of hedging, mitigation and tentativeness. 

  All these features abounded in the NS data. The most elaborate realisation pattern of the act in 

question was apology - thanks - refusal - reasons, six times supplemented by ‘redress’ in the form of a 

tentative promise, PP 10 (Maybe some other time?), once as an assurance-seeking (Hope you don’t 



mind). NSs apologised for the refusal twelve times (Sorry), thanks for the invitation were expressed six 

times. Ss went on record with the refusal six times yet never with the blunt response ‘no’, but always 

using the verb can’t (Sorry, but I can’t tonight.). This modal suggests that it is not S himself/herself 

who does not want to meet up, but rather the circumstances that prevent S from doing that. As the verb 

in question is used to mitigate the FTA of refusing, it can be classified as NP strategy no.4 ‘Minimise 

the imposition’, but also as PP strategy no.6 ‘Avoid disagreement’, and particularly its output ‘white 

lies’ as, in fact,  ‘can’t’ stands for ‘don’t want’. In the two cases where denial appeared without 

apology it was mitigated by other means, namely the hedge I’m afraid and the emphasiser really, used 

once and twice respectively (I’m afraid I can’t really). It must be also pointed out that in one instance 

the S probably felt the severity of refusal so serious that she decided not to do the FTA at all (in spite 

of the instructions) and accepted the invitation with only a slight hint of her reluctance (I can but I’m 

only free for about an hour, is that okay?).  

 The most significant difference in the NNS data was the occurrence of the blunt denial ‘no’ (six 

times) that NSs carefully avoided and came closest to by their strategic I can’t, which did not appear in 

the NNS data at all. The open, unmitigated refusal violates PP strategy no.6 ‘Avoid disagreement’ and 

similarly Leech’s Maxim of Agreement, while it adheres to Culperer’s positive impoliteness strategy 

‘Dissociate from the other’. The impoliteness of bold refusal was even increased in a response in 

which the act was further emphasised by [No,] I don’t like, which was probably intended as an answer 

to the preceding invitation (Would you like to go for coffee?) and which, besides being grammatically 

incorrect, was pragmatically quite inapt as it directly conveyed not only refusal but also disfavour on 

S´s part. Thanks were expressed three times, apology seventeen times, once intensified (I’m really 

sorry). Interestingly enough, apology was never intensified in the NS set of data, probably owing to 

the numerous other mitigating means or to the Anglo respect for one’s autonomy, that lessens one’s 

need to explain oneself and apologise to others for one’s decision. In each set of data, one instance was 

found of so-called token-agreement  (PP 6) – utterances that appear to agree and/or try to hide 



disagreement, and whose typical form is ‘Yes, but…’ (Brown and Levinson 1987:114). Their function 

is to minimise the threat to H’s as well as S’s face by pretending the goodwill to agree (i.e. to accept 

the invitation) and blaming the eventual noncompliance on circumstances. In the NS case the response 

to the preceding Would you like…? invitation was I’d love to but I’m busy with X, in the NNS case it 

was Oh, I would like to go…but…I already have a plan. Redress in a form of promise appeared in the 

NNS data four times. 

 The second part of the speech act, i.e. providing reasons for doing the FTA, is even more 

‘sensitive’ as it is this part of the utterance that saves (to some extent) H’s as well as S’s face. It 

follows that only ‘good reasons’ can accomplish this tricky task and S should think twice about them. 

This is a good opportunity for using ‘white lies’, PP 6, where S prefers to lie rather than damage H’s 

positive face14. “Both S and H may know that this [the reason] is not true, but H’s face is saved by not 

having his request refused point-blank” (Brown and Levinson, 1987:116). NSs followed this strategy 

and provided reasons-excuses concerning  schoolwork or work duties, having other plans or simply 

being busy. NNSs, on the other hand, used these excuses only five times, in other instances they stated 

tiredness, headache or lack of time as the reason for the refusal. The point to be made here is that while 

one cannot help being busy and having a lot to do for school or work, it is in one’s power to at least try 

to overcome one’s tiredness and headache and make some time for meeting H. That is to say that while 

NSs made up excuses that , so to speak, rid them of the responsibility for the refusal (NSs made it look 

that they were as if forced to turn down the invitation) and thus lessened the FTA, NNS excuses were 

quite poor in the sense that they did not save S from his/her responsibility, and they did not mask 

his/her reluctance well enough.  Moreover, in three instances sincere reasons, rather than invented 

excuses, were given (I don’t feel like going out, I’m not willing to go very much and I don’t want to go) 

with a rather damaging effect as they go on record with the FTA, with no mitigation whatsoever. 

Consequently, they harm H’s desire to be liked and have his wants desired by others, the essence of 



positive face  and thus amount to Culperer’s positive impoliteness strategy ‘Be disinterested, 

unconcerned, unsympathetic’. 

  The most noticeable difference between the reason-giving utterances of NSs and NNSs was the 

degree of hedging, mitigation and intensification. In the NS data, it appeared in great amount, resulting 

in rather lengthy, elaborate responses, such as I’m sorry but I’ve actually so much college work at the 

moment that I’m not going to be able to do much for the next few weeks . Hope you don’t mind – 

thanks for ringing though. In this example, the S intensifies the work load, lack of time, interest in H’s 

understanding and her gratitude, while she mitigates the reasons for refusal by blaming it on bad 

timing (at the moment) and saying that she won’t be able, rather than that she does not want to meet 

up. The NNSs’ responses were considerably less elaborate, if at all; I’m sorry but I’m really tired after 

the whole week. NNSs focused on the point they wanted to make (to refuse the invitation), which was 

demanding enough for them (as proved by the numerous errors in the responses), without mitigating 

(complexifying) the utterance any further.  

The phenomenon when L2 learners create utterances not complex and elaborate enough 

compared to L1  utterances is called ‘simplification strategy’ in SLA studies. It is “a result of an 

attempt to adjust the language behaviour to the interests of communicative effectiveness” 

(Krzeszowski in Fisiak 1981:74), motivated by NNS tendency to avoid “problematic and difficult 

structures likely to result in production of errors on their part” (Trosborg 1995:50). The lack of 

hedging and mitigation in NNSs, resulting in less complex and rather curt utterances can be 

demonstrated by counting the words used per one response and then comparing the results of both 

groups. For our purposes, only the reason-giving part of the response will be considered. Contracted 

words count as two, while articles are not included in the word count.  The result is then 10,5 words 

per one utterance (the reason part) in the NS, while only half (5,28) in the NNS data, proving that the 

NNS responses are considerably shorter and do not provide enough space for mitigation. According to 

                                                                                                                                                                                                      
14 The white-lies strategy neatly illustrates the „tension between the norm of behaving politely and that of being honest“ 
(Walper and Valtin in Watts et al 1992:231), the phenomenon touched upon in the theoretical part of the present study, 



Grundy (2000:2 and 146), “too economical, minimal response can be seen as rude even though it 

perfectly complies with the preceding utterance, its literal function, while it doesn’t satisfy the 

illocutionary function (more than just this is expected)”, and he concludes that „politeness phenomena 

can very often depart from the principle of maximal economy of utterance”. Yet, rather conspicuous 

economy of expression is more often than not characteristic of L2 utterances. The reason is that NNSs 

focus considerably more on the content, propositional part of the interaction, on what they want to say, 

rather than on its interpersonal part, that is how to say it. Knapp-Potthoff (in Watts et al 1992:217) 

observes that “preoccupation with transactional meaning” often leads to “the relative neglect of 

politeness as a form of interactional meaning”. Apart from insufficient mitigation, NNSs ended their 

answers three times by leave-taking Bye, which under the given circumstances ostentatiously puts an 

end to any further discussion of the topic, rather than showing good manners. 

 In the realisation of the act of refusal NNSs showed noticeably less tentativeness and 

consideration for H’s face than NSs,  focusing their efforts on making their point (the actual refusal). 

This resulted in less indirectness, or rather, a great deal of directness, with little mitigation and redress 

strategies, such as white lies or token-agreements, that were exploited by NSs. This, however, was 

most likely the result of L2 difficulties that the realisation of the given speech act posed to NNSs, 

rather than some cultural differences. 

 

4.2. Summary and discussion of the findings 

The situations can be divided into four groups according to which aspect of H's face the NNS 

strategies were aimed at and in what relation they were to the NS strategies. The groups are as follows: 

A. NNSs attended more to H's negative, NSs to his/her positive face  

                                                                                                                                                                                                      
when a certain degree of insincerity in polite behaviour as well as its clash with Conversational Maxims was observed. 



This was the case in situations 1, 2a15, and 7. In situation 1 (greeting one's former primary school 

teacher) and 2a (asking for the bill) the difference is given culturally. In a Czech context the teacher-

student relationship is ascribed higher P value (relative power) than in Anglo-Saxon cultures, and 

similarly, asking something of a waiter is seen as of a higher Wx value (weightiness of the FTA). 

Therefore, Czech speakers were prone to use higher-number (that is negative and even indirect) 

politeness strategies compared to those used by NSs. Situation 7 (expressing thanks) differs in the 

sense that the dissonance is a result of lacking pragmatic competence, or possibly language proficiency 

in general. NNSs employed rigid impersonal polite formulae aimed at H's negative face, in contrast 

with NSs, who accentuated their approval of and good relationship with the H. 

B. Both NNS and NS strategies were aimed at H's positive face, yet in NNSs the attention was not 
expressed to the same extent 

This was observed in situations 3, 4a, 5b, and 7. In situation 3 (giving advice) NNSs expressed 

sympathy with H considerably less often than NSs did. In situations 4a (apology) and 7 (expressing 

thanks) they failed to intensify the FFA in question, probably owing to the lacking pragmatic 

competence (NNSs do not seem to realise that FFAs tend to be intensified and exaggerated in English, 

just as FTAs are minimised and mitigated). In situation 5b (accepting a cake) NNSs did not accentuate 

their appreciation of hostess's hospitality as often as NSs did, moreover, they used much less 

compliments 

C.   NNSs attended more to H's positive, NSs to his/her negative face  

Interestingly, all instances (situations 3, 5a, and 6) of deviation included in this group were motivated 

by cultural differences (an thus not simply due to inadequate language skills). NNSs showed 

considerably less tentativeness when offering advice, help or a piece of cake because in Czech culture 

these acts do not, under regular circumstances, represent the same threat to H's face as they do in the 

                                                           
15 Although the claim that NSs attend more to the waiter‘s positive face does not quite hold here (but notice the use of  PP 4 
and 7), the situation is included owing to the remarkable difference in Wx value that induces the exploitation of much 
higher politeness strategies in NNSs. 



NS context. On the contrary, they are seen as face-flattering, the feature of which is enhanced by 

positive politeness strategies (polite imperatives, assertions, etc.). Situation 5c (refusing a piece of 

cake) can also be included, although it cannot be really claimed that NSs attend to H's negative face 

(the situation does not even provide for that). However, compared to NNSs who sound too apologetic 

and 'mealy-mouthed' since refusing tokens of hospitality is perceived as a more severe FTA in their 

culture, NNSs use noticeably more direct, lower-number politeness strategies, i.e. they do not attend to 

H´s positive face to such an extent. 

D. Both NNS and NS strategies aimed at H's negative face, yet in NNSs the attention was not 
expressed to the same extent  

 

While the previous feature of L2 was incited by different cultural values, this feature, at least as it 

appears in the present data, is brought about by lack of pragmatic competence. It was observed as most 

pronounced in situations 2b, 5b, and 8. It includes primarily a lack of mitigation of the FTA in terms of 

insufficient indirectness, hedging and option giving. In situation 5b (acceptance of a cake) it was 

observed as an absence of polite expression please in conventional positive response to offers (yes, 

please). 

Since negative politeness with its emphasis on one's freedom from imposition is generally 

acknowledged as essential to Anglo-Saxon culture, the failure to attend to interactants' negative face to 

the expected extent was assumed to be the most severe pragmatic failures. In order to verify this 

assumption, one of the NSs was asked to comment briefly on the NNS data. As expected, he pointed 

out the lack of mitigation (or generally, elaboration) in situation 2b and minimal consideration for H's 

will in situation 6 as being the most impolite responses (but also lack of mitigation and indirectness in 

situation 8 where it entails threat to H's positive rather than negative face, though it must be noted that 

some of the NNS refusals were particularly harsh). 

  

                                                                                                                                                                                                      
 



It can be concluded that the NNS politeness strategies differ from those of the NSs in two distinct 

ways. They either tend to use the opposite type of strategy compared to NSs (attending to H’s negative 

face or vice versa) or, in cases where they use the same type of  politeness strategy, they fail to attend 

to H´s face to the same extent as NSs, owing to the limited use of both mitigating and intensifying 

means. These departures from the NS general approach can be accounted for by cultural differences 

and norms and/or inadequate socio-pragmatic competence in L2.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5. Conclusion 

Owing to the increasing frequency of cross-cultural interaction in various spheres of life, research into 

the mechanisms and areas of potential dissonance in cross-cultural  communication is necessary, most 

importantly in the field of pragmatics in general and politeness in particular.  

To discuss politeness, one needs to posses some knowledge of pragmatics which is defined in 

Section 2 as a study of language as used and understood by its users in context. Context is a concept of 

great importance for cross-cultural politeness studies as they observe what happens when people from 

different cultural ‘contexts’ interact. Another concept central to pragmatics is that of speech acts, and 

for politeness studies particularly indirect speech acts are important. The concept of politeness itself 

was approached as an offshoot of the cooperative principle theory since politeness is communicated 

via implicatures that are conveyed when the principle, i.e. its maxims, are flouted. Besides pragmatics, 

some concepts from SLA studies were introduced, namely those of communicative competence, 

interlanguage, transfer and interference. These, together with concepts from contrastive and cross-

cultural pragmatics, such as pragmatic failure and pragmatic transfer, are central to the present study.  

The study builds on the assumption that in different countries in the same type of encounters, 

under the same circumstances people use linguistic means in different, culture-specific ways, which 

can lead to more or less serious misunderstandings which are often caused by different conceptions of 

politeness. To provide some tools for the analysis and discussion of politeness strategies, the most 

influential politeness theories were discussed. The study itself adopts the approach developed by 

Brown and Levinson who claim that politeness strategies are universal, which, as they say, logically 

follows from the universal attributes of their Model Person, namely rationality and face. The ‘face’ 

consists of two aspects – positive face and negative face. Politeness strategies seek to save the face and 

are divided into five main groups; those that go on-record with positive or negative face redress are 

most important for the study. Further, some of the theories that oppose the claim for universality and 



focus on the cultural differences in politeness management are introduced, the work of Wierzbicka 

being the most prominent one of them. 

 The present study presumes the existence of pragmalinguistic features used by Czech speakers 

in their English that can potentially lead to negative evaluation by English native speakers. Other 

shortcomings of the interlanguage that are likely to be viewed by NSs as impolite are also investigated. 

Therefore, some theoretical approaches to impoliteness were briefly discussed. Zamborlin’s approach 

was found as being most in accordance with the hypothesis of the present study and it also inspired the 

definition of unintended impoliteness as it is understood here, namely as dissonance due to cultural 

differences in interaction and/or due to insufficient pragmatic competence, definable as absence or 

misuse of (English) politeness strategies. 

 The data were elicited via questionnaires that were distributed to twenty Czech students of 

English (NNSs) and the same number of English native speakers (NSs). The informants were asked to 

fill in what they would normally say in English in the given situations. It was observed that the NNSs 

failed to employ not only mitigation strategies such as hedging, indirection and option-giving that seek 

to minimise the imposition conveyed by the FTA, but also intensification strategies that accentuate the 

illocutionary force of FFAs. The lack of these strategies results in relatively poor, simple and 

‘economic’ constructions, while it is rather complexity and elaboration that signal higher politeness 

value. The reasons that led to unintended impoliteness in NNSs included inadequate pragmatic 

knowledge (ignorance of some conventional means for expressing certain speech acts, also ignorance 

of the fact that mitigation and hedging as well as intensification of illocutionary force is much greater 

in English than it is in Czech), or generally poor English knowledge (insufficient grammar competence 

and/or vocabulary). Lacking linguistic skills make L2 speakers focus more on the transactional content 

of the utterance while the interactional meaning is neglected and less effort on ‘sounding polite’ is 

made. Another reason behind the instances of dissonance/unintended impoliteness was the different 

expectations about and evaluations of the given situations in English and Czech contexts. In other 



words, for the same situation English speakers and Czech speakers internalised in their respective L1 

settings different sociolinguistic behaviour; in situations where NSs would employ negative politeness 

strategies the Czech conventions favour positive ones, and the other way round (or, even if the same 

ones are favoured, they differ in the extent and intensity to which they are applied). The discrepancy is 

motivated by different cultural values and their hierarchies. 

 In spite of the limited scope and shortcomings of the study, the author believes that the 

conclusions drawn from it  can be of both theoretical and practical significance, i.e. of help to TEFL. If 

the findings are included into the curricula, if the differences between the politeness strategies of the 

two languages are explained, and if the areas prone to negative pragmatic transfer are pointed out to 

students, their language skills in English will be enriched by a certain sociopragmatic knowledge 

which, as the study has shown, is of significant importance. This can prevent many misunderstandings 

that lacking pragmatic knowledge may bring about. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1. Úvod 

V dnešním světě, kdy je komunikace mezi různými kulturami součástí našeho každodenního života, 

jsou poznatky z oblasti interkulturní pragmatiky obzvláště důležité, neboť ozřejmují jak rozdílné, tak 

shodné rysy různých kultur v komunikaci. Převážná většina výzkumu v této oblasti  porovnává 

angličtinu a další jazyk, což není překvapivé vzhledem k tomu, že pragmatika vznikla a rozvíjela se 

především v anglofonních zemích.  Hlavně se však angličtina stává linguou frankou ve všech sférách 

života. O to překvapivější je fakt, že existuje jen zanedbatelné množství prací porovnávajících 

angličtinu a češtinu. Tuto mezeru se tato práce pokusí alespoň částečně vyplnit a přispět k většímu 

povědomí nejen co se týče rozdílů ve verbální komunikaci mezi českými mluvčími a mluvčími 

angličtiny, ale i o české lingvistické pragmatice obecně. 

 

2. Teoretická východiska 

2.1. Pragmatika 

Pragmatika se neustále potýká s problémem své definice, s vymezením pole své působnosti. 

Z množství přístupů se vydělily dva hlavní proudy, anglo-americký a kontinentální. Zatímco první se 

soustředí na oblasti bezprostředně související s formálním přístupem k jazyku, druhý proud naopak 

akcentuje širší přístup zahrnující oblasti sociologie, psychologie, apod. Tato práce představuje přístup 

kontinentální a definuje pragmatiku jako zkoumání jazyka tak, jak je používán a chápán svými 

uživateli v kontextu. Vznik pragmatiky se datuje do poloviny šedesátých let 20. století, kdy byl díky 

publikacím Johna L. Austina a Johna  Searla obnoven zájem o zkoumání jazyka v kontextu a ve vztahu 

k jeho uživatelům. 

 

2.1.1. Kontext coby ´kulturní scénář´ 

Kontext a jeho vliv na jazyk je v pragmatice klíčovým pojmem. Obzvlášť důležitou roli hraje 

v interkulturní pragmatice, která zkoumá komunikaci mezi mluvčími z rozdílných ´kulturních 



kontextů´. Kontext v širším smyslu (tedy ne jako bezprostřední situace) je definován různě (viz 

Cutting, Watts, Wierzbicka, Yule), zjednodušeně řečeno označuje soubor hodnot a zvyklostí vlastní 

dané společenské komunitě, např. občanům jedné země. 

 

2.1.2. Řečové akty 

S teorií řečových aktů jsou spojována už zmíněná jména Johna L. Austina a Johna Searla. Stěžejním 

pojmem jejich teorií je ilokuční síla či význam (illocutionary force) výpovědi. Pokud se ilokuční 

význam liší od lokučního aktu (např. v případě, kdy formu otázky požijeme pro vyslovení výtky či 

žádosti), jedná se o tzv. nepřímý řečový akt (indirect speech act). Těch se často užívá pro dosažení 

zdvořilosti. 

 

2.1.3. Koncept zdvořilosti 

Řečová zdvořilost je v pragmatice chápána jako záměrné porušení jednoho či více konverzačních 

zásad v rámci Griceova kooperativního principu, podle nějž se od účastníků konverzace očekává, že 

poskytnou adekvátní objem informací, budou mluvit pravdu, jejich výpovědi budou relevantní a jasně 

a srozumitelně formulované. 

 

2.2. SLA, FLT a kontrastivní lingvistika 

Disciplína zabývající se osvojením si druhého jazyka (SLA) a s ní související teorie výuky cizího 

jazyka (FLT) rozlišují mezi jazykovou a komunikační kompetencí, a to na základě poznatku, že 

jazyková vybavenost nutně nezaručuje bezproblémovou komunikaci mezi mluvčími různých 

mateřských jazyků (L1). Tato teze je i základem této studie. SLA a FLT dále přicházejí s pojmy jako 

„přenos“ (transfer) – použití konceptů L1 v druhém, cizím jazyce (L2), který buď funguje (pozitivní 

přenos) a nebo ne (negativní přenos neboli interference). Termín „interlanguage“, tedy jakýsi 

mezijazyk, se vztahuje k aktuální znalosti cizího jazyka. Kontrastivní hypotéza, se kterou pracuje SLA 



i FLT, tvrdí, že jisté chyby v L2 jsou výsledkem interference L1. Vzhledem k tomu, že interference se 

dá předvídat, je úkolem kontrastivní lingvistiky určit místa a jevy v L2 náchylné pro přenos z L1, a tím 

interferenci zabránit. 

 

2.3.Kontrastivní a interkulturní  pragmatika 

Kontrastivní pragmatika porovnává pragmatické systémy různých jazyků a zabývá se pragmaticko-

lingvistickými prostředky, které mohou vést k „pragmatickému přenosu“ (pragmatic transfer). 

Interkulturní pragmatika zkoumá socio-pragmatické rysy různých jazyků, které (většinou) souvisí 

s různými hodnotami a jejich hierarchiemi v daných kulturách. 

 

2.4.Teorie zdvořilosti 

2.4.1. Univerzalistický přístup 

Mezi zastánce univerzální platnosti principů jazykové zdvořilosti patří Robin T. Lakoff, Geoffrey 

Leech a Penelope Brown spolu se Stephenem C. Levinsonem. Tato studie čerpá z přístupu i 

terminologie především posledně jmenované dvojice, tedy Brownové a Levinsona (BL) (Politeness: 

Some Universals in Language Usage, 1978 a 1987). BL ve své teorii pracují s konceptem ideálního 

mluvčího (model person), kterému je vlastní „tvář“ (face) a racionalita spočívající ve schopnosti zvolit 

nejvhodnější zdvořilostní strategii v daném kontextu. Koncept „tváře“ – veřejné námi tvořené image, 

kterou si pro sebe nárokujeme  – zahrnuje pozitivní a negativní tvář. Pozitivní tvář představuje naši 

touhu být oblíben a akceptován okolím a být součástí nějakého kolektivu, negativní tvář představuje 

naše právo na svobodné jednání a neomezování naší osoby. Zdvořilostní strategie používáme ve chvíli, 

kdy tvář ať už mluvčího (speaker S) nebo adresáta (hearer H) je daným aktem (např. prosbou nebo 

rozkazem) ohrožena (pak se jedná o tzv. face-threatening act, FTA). Zdvořilostní strategie jsou 

rozděleny do pěti skupin v závislosti na způsobu, jakým je FTA proveden. Čím vyšší číslo strategie, 

tím je strategie propracovanější a důmyslnější a v rámci zdvořilosti hodnocena výše. Pro tuto práci 



jsou nejdůležitější strategie, které napravují újmy, které tváři/ím účastníků nastaly, skrze vyzdvihnutí 

jejich buď pozitivního nebo negativního aspektu (positive politeness PP a negative politeness NP), 

popř. obojí. 

 

2.4.2. Relativistický přístup 

Zastánci relativistického přístupu k jazykové zdvořilosti tvrdí, že její prostředky se liší v závislosti na 

kultuře daných jazyků a jejích hodnotách. Každý jazyk tedy vyjadřuje zdvořilost jinak a to může vést 

k nedorozuměním, morálnímu odsouzení a vzniku předsudků. Mezi přední stoupence tohoto směru 

patří Anna Wierzbicka, která pracuje s konceptem „kulturních scénářů“ (cultural scripts). Jako součást 

„anglosaského kulturního scénáře“ označuje např. toleranci, jež vede ke snaze nenutit ostatním vlastní 

vůli. To podle Wierzbické motivovalo pro angličtinu typické časté užití tázacích dovětků či 

whimperativů (řečových aktů, jejichž ilokuční význam, tedy imperativ, je zprostředkován nepřímo, 

formou Wh-otázky).  Mezi další „zdvořilostní relativisty“ patří např. R. J. Watts, Fraser a Nolen. Mezi 

českými lingvisty se zdvořilost dosud těšila pouze nevelkému zájmu. Jako první se tématu věnovala 

Rulfová-Švehlová, dále např. Válková. Studie širšího záběru stále chybí. 

 

2.5.Teorie nezdvořilosti 

Jazykové nezdvořilosti se jako první začal systematicky věnovat Jonathan Culperer, který použil 

přístup BL, na jehož základě definoval pět skupin nezdvořilostních strategií. Miranda Stewart dokonce 

tvrdí, že strategie Brown a Levinsona není ani třeba nijak přizpůsobovat, nezdvořilosti se dá docílit 

jednoduše využitím zdvořilostních strategií ve prospěch mluvčího, tzv. sebezdvořilostí. Culperer i 

Stewart se zabývají strategickou, záměrnou nezdvořilostí. Předmětem zájmu této studie je ovšem 

nezdvořilost neúmyslná, které se věnuje např. Chiara Zamborlin a kterou nazývá disonancí 

(dissonance). Tento pojem označuje jazykové chování mluvčího, které není v souladu s očekáváním 



adresáta a které je, v rámci interkulturní komunikace, zapříčiněno mluvčího nedostatečnými 

jazykovými, sociolingvistickými či pragmatickými znalostmi. 

 

3. Záměr, metoda a data 

Cílem studie je identifikovat místa v angličtině, která české mluvčí (non-native speakers, NNSs) svádí 

k negativnímu přenosu pragmatických prostředků češtiny, což může znít  rodilým mluvčím angličtiny 

(native speakers, NSs) nezdvořile. Nezdvořilost je pro účely této práce definována jako odchylka od 

normy stanovené NSs v důsledku kulturních rozdílů v interakci a/nebo díky nedostatečné pragmatické 

kompetenci (resp. socio-pragmatickým znalostem) NNSs. Odchylkou se tu rozumí absence či 

nesprávné (rozuměj odlišné) použití zdvořilostních strategií tak, jak jsou pro angličtinu definovány 

Leechem a BL. K získání dat bylo použito dotazníků obsahujících celkem dvanáct situací. Výzkumu 

se zúčastnilo dvacet česky a dvacet anglicky mluvících respondentů, jejichž úkolem bylo doplnit, jak 

by v dané situaci nejspíše reagovali (v angličtině). Takto získaná data byla vyhodnocena vzhledem 

k použitým zdvořilostním strategiím. Důraz byl kladen na odchylky v odpovědích NNSs, přičemž 

odpovědi NSs sloužily jako norma. 

 

4. Výzkum 

4.1. Prezentace a vyhodnocení dat  

Situace 1: Na ulici potkáte svou oblíbenou učitelku ze základní školy. Řeknete: … 

Jazykové prostředky NNSs vykazovaly vyšší stupeň  formálnosti a odtažitosti, až škrobenosti 

(negativní zdvořilost), zatímco NSs  se zaměřovali na učitelčinu „pozitivní tvář“. NNSs dále prokázali 

nedostatečné povědomí (pragmatickou kompetenci) o anglických jazykových prostředcích sloužících 

k oslovení a pozdravu. 

 

 



Situace 2a: V restauraci chcete zaplatit. Číšníkovi řeknete: … 

Podobně jako v předchozí situaci, kulturní rozdíly a pragmatický přenos vedly NNSs v porovnání s 

NSs k použití výše postavených, nepřímých strategií, které ovšem mohou být pro NSs příliš zaobalené 

a obtížněji interpretovatelné co do správnosti jejich ilokuční síly. U NNSs se ukázaly nedostatky v  

pragmatické kompetenci angličtiny, když oslovovali číšníka nevhodnými jazykovými prostředky. 

 

Situace 2b: Váš účet dělá o padesát korun víc, než máte v peněžence. Obrátíte se na kamaráda se    
                   slovy: … 
 
NNSs se dopouštěli dvou chyb typických pro mluvčí L2. Jednak se drželi rigidní, příliš formální a pro 

daný kontext tudíž ne úplně vhodné fráze, za druhé neužívali nepřímých konstrukcí ani prostředků, 

jenž zmírňují a omezují ilokuční sílu aktu, která ohrožuje tvář mluvčí. Tyto prostředky se naopak 

hojně vyskytovaly v odpovědích NSs. Ti se snažili nejen jazykově umenšit svoji žádost (NP), ale 

zároveň apelovali na adresátovu pozitivní tvář. 

 

Situace 3: Vaše babička si vám stěžuje na bolest hlavy a únavu. Řeknete jí: … 

Vzhledem  k tomu, že v české kultuře dávat radu v sobě neobsahuje takový potenciál pro ohrožení 

tváře mluvčího jako v angličtině, NNSs používali mnohem přímější a „sebejistější“ konstrukce. NSs 

naopak vykazovali velký podíl váhavosti a nepřímosti, což vedlo k podstatně vyšší komplexnosti 

výpovědí, které se tak mohou stát pro NNSs obtížně interpretovatelnými. 

 

Situace 4a: V trolejbusu někomu omylem dupnete na nohu. Řeknete: … 

Zatímco v předchozí situacích NNSs nezmírňovali negativní potenciál (face-threatening) ilokuční síly 

výpovědi, zde naopak dostatečně nezdůrazňují její pozitivní potenciál (face-flattering), na rozdíl od 

NSs. 

 

 



Situace 4b: On(a) na to: … 

NNSs, nejspíš díky tomu, že jim chyběly pragmatické prostředky, resp. znalosti pro pragmaticky 

správnou odpověď, doslovně překládali české ekvivalenty. Ty ovšem v angličtině nefungují a znějí 

cize, až podivně. Otevřené vyjádření nelibosti a negativních pocitů, jakých se někteří NNSs dopouštěli, 

je v angličtině v daném kontextu nepřípustné.  

 

Situace 5a: Jste s rodiči na návštěvě u známých. Hostitelka vám nabízí další kus koláče se slovy: … 

Jelikož ve slovanských kulturách, českou nevyjímaje, je pohostinnost tradičně vnímána jako ustavičné 

naléhání na hosty a doslova vnucováním jim více jídla a pití (PP),  NNSs používali k pobídce 

nejčastěji nijak nezmírněné imperativy. V anglofonních kulturách se ovšem více cení tolerance vůči 

přáním ostatních (NP) a podobné naléhání je chápáno jako nezdvořilé. 

 

Situace 5b: Koláč si vezmete: … 

NNSs ukázali nedostatečnou znalost konvenčních lingvisticko-pragmatických prostředků sloužících ke 

zdvořilému přijetí nabídky, některé z jejich reakcích byly přímo - dle anglosaských měřítek - 

nevychované. Výrazně nižší užití komplimentů zvyšuje nezdvořilý dojem. 

 

Situace 5c: Další kus koláče už nechcete: … 

Důsledkem zmiňovaného důrazu na srdečnou „vnucující“ pohostinnost je ve slovanských kulturách 

odmítnutí projevů této pohostinnosti chápáno jako mnohem více ohrožující hostitelčinu pozitivní tvář, 

než tomu je v anglosaském kontextu, kde i v rámci pohostinnosti je akcentován respekt vůči přáním 

ostatních. NSs  si proto mohli dovolit používat výrazně přímější prostředky, zatímco NNSs užívali 

mnohem důmyslnějších konstrukcí a tím dávali najevo velký respekt pro tvář hostitelky. 

 

 



Situace 6: Stará paní s velkou taškou má problém vyjít schůdky do vlaku. Pomůžete jí se slovy: … 

Nabízet cizímu člověku pomoc není v českém kontextu vnímáno jako ohrožení adresátovy tváře, běžně 

se tudíž používá mnohem přímějších, nezaobalených frází v porovnání s anglickými konvenčními 

prostředky. V anglicky mluvících zemí je totiž daný komunikační akt nazírán jako narušení adresátova 

„území“ a ohrožení jeho práva na svobodné, ostatními neomezované počínání, proto se využívá výše 

postavených zdvořilostních strategií. 

 

Situace 7: Spolužák vám děkuje za půjčení sešitu: … 

NSs využívali v této situaci množství prostředků pro vyjádření zdvořilosti vůči pozitivní tváři adresáta 

(PP), včetně zdůrazňování až zveličování pozitivní ilokuční síly aktu poděkování. NNSs se naopak 

uchýlili k rigidním, formálním frázím, které se do daného kontextu nehodí a působí škrobeně a 

neupřímně. Vedle toho zdůrazňovali NNSs pozitivní prvek aktu minimálně. 

 

Situace 8: Někdo, koho jste včera potkal/a v klubu, vám volá a zve vás na kávu. Vám se ale nechce,    
                 řeknete: … 
 
Komplexnost požadovaného aktu (tj. odmítnutí) měla za následek typickou chybu mluvčích L2, 

konkrétně soustředění se na obsah promluvy a následné zanedbání její formy. NNSs tvořili příliš 

přímé, jednoznačné a neomalené odpovědi. NSs, kteří citlivě vnímali velkou míru ohrožujícího 

potenciálu vůči tvářím obou zúčastněných, využívali důmyslných zdvořilostních strategií, nepřímosti, 

zaobalování, zmírňování a dokonce i „milosrdných lží“ a pseudo-souhlasu, aby se vyhnuli přímé 

konfrontaci.  

 

4.2. Shrnutí a interpretace výsledků 

Výsledky se dají rozdělit do čtyř skupin v závislosti na typu adresátovy tváře, na kterou NNSs zaměřili 

zdvořilostní strategie, a jejich vztahu ke strategiím NSs. 

A. NNSs se zaměřili na adresátovu negativní, NSs na jeho pozitivní tvář (situace 1, 2a a 7). 



B. NNSs i NSs vyjadřují ohledy vůči adresátově pozitivní tváři, NNSs tak ovšem nečiní v dostatečné 

míře (situace 3,  4a, 5b, 7). 

C. NNSs se zaměřili na adresátovu pozitivní, NSs na jeho negativní tvář (situace 3, 5a, 6). 

D.  NNSs i NSs vyjadřují ohledy vůči adresátově negativní tváři, NNSs tak ovšem nečiní v    

       dostatečné míře (situace 2b, 5b, 8). 

 

Nedostatek zmírňujících prostředků v situaci 2a a nedostatečné ohledy na adresátovu vůli v situaci 6 

byly ohodnoceny jedním z NSs jako relativně nejzávažnější prohřešky vůči zdvořilosti (tak, jak je 

chápána v anglosaském světě). Neúmyslná nezdvořilost českých mluvčí v angličtině je způsobena 

kulturními odlišnostmi a zvyklostmi a/nebo nedostatečnou socio-pragmatickou kompetencí v L2. 

 

5. Závěr 

Výsledky ukázaly, že NNSs se dopouštějí nezdvořilostí na základě nedostatečného zmírnění FTA, 

popř. nedostatečného zdůraznění FFA. Díky absenci těchto jazykových prostředků působí NNS 

odpovědi příliš stroze a úsečně. Dále hraje roli fakt, že se mluvčí L2 zaměřují více na obsah než na 

způsob promluvy. Neopominutelný faktor představuje rozdílnost kultur, jejich hodnot a norem. Ty 

ovlivňují způsob komunikace, který rodilí mluvčí následně přenášejí do L2, kde může vzbuzovat 

negativní emoce. Autorka práce se domnívá, že pokud by tyto poznatky byly zohledněny v FLT a 

studenti L2 by byli upozorněni na místa náchylná k pragmatickým prohřeškům, obohatilo by to jejich 

komunikativní (linguo-pragmatickou a sociopragmatickou) kompetenci v angličtině. 
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